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We want y ur
trade and ha e
made very 1 w
prices to secure it.
GOT HER
With tile "lx ,ss" stcck the town ev. r saw. Goods A re still gett
ing here












The best 25 cents suspender in the world.
64
•• 85cts. to $8 001
$2 00 to $18 00
$2 50 to $30 00
7 1-2cts.
lOcts.
Big Bargains in Boots and Sho6s.
Our "Job Counter" up stairs is the biggest thing of the 
season. You
@an't afford to miss it. Latest noveltiee iHats and 
furnishing goods
at proportionate prices Stripe u now and we will m
ake you glad.
Pp, Bich: Will.










WNW Dap ni MN1ssd PerigkO
SHORTEST Aso RiACIIERT WRITt
H. Lomb, brassy Ws awl Fleargairez•w
it) fipe
SOUTHEAST & SOUTH
-VIVO-N.71/ nen above cities te
Ilasivelhe•aa Arttainega, nakiag dines eon
alelfeas with
Pwallmo.a. Z--w-laco Care
Ow Massa, Ss I, Maws, JiielkwavIlla,
awl poises W rondo_
e.oinsetteiss are mad. at Guthrie sod data
ills fur al:
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH & WEST
Is Pullman Mow Cant
F IRR pTir:;ikicrif!,„hr.•44.f,lig11,
A"ses ed this Compsay lee rats
'
',





have IA..... • P,e.t 5•••••••••• I
t --
lot •••ve• •5-1 Mau. ii... 1.
sec) en.
•tloo,r.,•ht - •. Ira
Prrs 1,101 ••••Ii t• • 
•al
MU S It 1111/11114117111kaeosaon000. la.
A GREAT MURDER
NO ONE EILLED ELT 4
wrixeti Macs:stork t3tcsx-45
IS 111111raflitIllINO MGR PRICES-Striking them right 
and left Knocking them
dow• to about ii K H A 1,1c THEIR USUAL 812K. There is great 
rejoicing among the
peril. a of Montgomery ant adjoining countiee E•erybo iv is surprised. 
Kt erybody is
astounded at the way THE 1110aTOIN IliTOUE is cutting down the 
prices of
goods. Buy theze orce and you will but there alms)...
Save Your Hard Earned Money
- AND ( OME FOR Yr/UR-
I/KY GOUDA, CLOTHING, 11100T's ADD 01110EN. HAT% A
ND CAPS, NO-
l'10•114. JE CV • LIMY, ETC.
Kverythirg at prices never before offered in Clarksville All well selected 
goods. Best and
best ualuty. latest *tries. Tree!, from the New York market. Lome anti see 
fur yenrszlf.
Don't forget the place-Settle'. old stand. o
lalienaelmsd. art& 47.1V:tint. :De xxtent4.c 5e. Per 
'iard!
_
. BAYER, SAIEWITZ & CO.





Never equaled in the South!
before! Don't miss seeing it.
Prices lower than ever
Hendrick's China Hall,
209 N. College Street. NASHVILLE, Tenn.
44- I. Nselen.,
Irorinelly of NELSON .1 I E.-,1 I'
=e;inxs.e3r,
soreleor of D 11N F.Y it RUSH.
ZNT=1.-,S01\T
Tobacco and Grain Commission Merchants,
RAILROAD AND ELEVENTH STREETS.
Not a Pimple on Him Now.
Had halals Lezeuin !fair all dens.
?scalp roil errd as Ilk cresols-a
'I liougla iti• hair would ..e•er
U.. Ss 11 lI,rd by 1 istiersrts
firdedir•. rinse *pi. I.-
did isi.d riot ie pimple
on kiln.
1 cane. en ugh in praise of the t ur.cus•
Lis/wits. My b y, one year (Huge, was
so bad a lbw be hat all of I, *hair
ilia scalp are rorerril With • rtlieteelis, Which
the eleiet is said wits Plea141 and that to. Komi I spoor* the liiiinhor t.. I is liretli-
hair would never grow again Delivering of a ., slid further investigation 01I their
cure Iron. phyalciali2. 1 h gnu the Use of the - - re 
Li To. t as, nail. I sal happy b.) say, part throe. $1,..1 j.•ct oh fear into au i on-
With Lir uniet pet tot alleceas. Ilia i.aia I- now
apienii ii, unel their i.i. .1 pine le 4.11 Wen.
Il• Rk,MkMi KS tai Merle
aa Hie ,moat aimed), Ce.P001111.• ii. aid 11.1149 cure
tor ail a- iii ilimeaers of infanta suit children.
and feel th it every. 11110111.31 a Ii., haa an itt11ktett
chi it a ill thank zue tor redoing
M. lt. Si cor1)8C2I, Noway, Me.
A 1/••er Sore Eight Year. Enrol
I must extend to you the thanks of ene of my
et.* omen,. who has been cured, by using tie
Cerici it • Hameln its, of an old rum. rallied by
• long pell of sertDrae or fever eight tears ago.
He al,. SO ball lie Was fe &Hui he would have to
have iii. leg amputated, but in happy to say he
is Dr% ettirely wit11,--sound as a dollar, lie
reque.ds met,, use his eanie, which is H. U.
awm, merchant of this place
Jolt N V. MINOS. 1)/140101.
Ul#11•111Pro, Ten O.
1111  lured.
A fee weeks Ng , my wife suffered ter> Stu. h
fro a cutonerii• doe bee of the grail,. aimil r -
iii ed no Idle. (11.111 hit. V•r10110 I Cosc.l. • pile
11 .4.1 until she at The dheitee
ierinitpny yie e lel Orrin, lei. ailed lie a
•ii, rt a Idle she a as entirelt a ell I her e has
been so, return of tee ellen nee, mad I I TICUM A
r.ink. No 1 in net' 1,rilierasrauf the
skin. lilt. J. Pltenzi.P. 1 14.. 14 Ith T 11. h ,
Crone Plesspiew to airrieli•la 4 ured.
(utirtira, the great skin riot% rihil I utirura
...imp prepared (reels it. eu.erisally,•nel I, til morn
lie-selrelet, le C 11•CY. 1,111401 wain. r, mile.brill),
ire a lei-lute core for re ery Odin of it, Ii atio
blood di ewe., from pimple.) to retofiala
Sold every where Prier: i curs, 51).;
-oat,. I c ; 51. li) tier
pe, ter Dries Niel t iic it•I Roston. 1,4 ass,
-Hon' lot uir T.kin hiseanc,'
lii pnars.10 illisetrat 0,-n, and 100 tratinieuiala
BABY'S atiti,aOl ,Vt*;:l(!,
Every Muscle ches.
„ I /ell 2./* striins
mi tai l, r. lleArel Ise nor
0111110•111111**,, t.,11 is 1 sr
lairs Plie•lee. S re erl
dote lie pain awl a -at o.'-. The 5,-.1
1.1 at' i. Sc.
PHECEDIENTED ATTlaidl 1nN!
$.1 liver SM Ilion Dietrunitoll
•S. •
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP?
Incorporated by the Legislature in for
Educational and (heritable purposes. and its
franeh me made apart of the present State ('on-
'Ii ution, in iii710, by ai, overwhelming popular
vote
41ratei ffxirarielin• ry Drawings take
place Semi Annually, luee and i.oeembert
and it. Grand single Number Drawings i•Le
e On each of the other ten monihe In the
year. •nil are Tia drawn in luilutir. it the Acad-
emy of Music. New (Mean... P.S.
We do hereby certify that we supervlae the
arrangements for all the Monthly and Keno-
Annual Drawings of the imuisi•na State Lot •
tery t ompany, and in {lemon manage arid con-
trol the Drawlers themselves, and tliat the same
are conducted will, fairness., and in
good faith toward all parties. and we authorise
the Company to use (hi, certificate. with fat-
similes of our sigtinturew attached. ID Ma silver-
t111•111011111."
aisasula•Isener•.
We the undersigned Ranks and Bankers will
pay all Prizes drawn in the Louisian state
Lotteries which may be presented at out coun-
ters
R. H. WAL 41 a LEI,
Pres. Louisiana National Hank.
P. LAN A IX,
Pres. Mints National Hank.
A. BALDIA IN,
Pres. New Orleans National Bank.
CARL ROHM,
Pres. nits= National Hank.
Grand Monthly Drawing
In the Academy of Music, New Orleans,
Tuesday, Nov. 13, Its88.
CAPITAL PIN 3311 DJ
100,000 Ticket•al Twenty Dollars
each. Halves 4101 Quarters 1111;
Tenths SE; Twentietk• 41.
LIST Or P51111.
I PRIZE id.' $300,000 is $200.000
1 " of .00,0O1) I lomore
of 50,000 is tri.000
I of 25,000 Is   000
1•KIZICS 010 10,000 are 10 000
5 of .1.0u0 are  11,000
1.5 " or Loos a  115 000
leo of Seo art  Seem
100 " of blare ...........*1.000
500 of 100 are   100,000
APPItollkiaTiceN 1•111Ziti 
100 Prizes of $SOG are
100 Prizes of $300 are




0011 Prizes of 100 are 
. •  
3,1:14 Pries, •muunling lu 11.064 0100
Note-Tirliets drawing I spital Prises are not
entitled to terminal prises.
Irse.•;lub Kates. or Oily further Information
desired, *rile legibly Ise usapesionsa,
elamoy Indies veer mIlle,hae, Olth
lernieir. More relief re.
maw Iota tit , ,spross epee lietiors,
ken I nra milli iiroopor tiller I
risifil It, sairrime 10 eta floored to
M, A, DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
20,000
lefft .10 terry es I lie mewed ti r lifer re=
elnatof etniihir 
iii 
Vallee re? fell sailer's,
Washington, D. 0
Address Iteglatereil Letters to




 1" t I t  tt s)rt"ticeEp 4R(erae XeaoreiaZ
and Er y, whore in charge of the drawings,
Is a guarantoeof alwolute fairness auil integrity,
that the "Mance* are all 594151, and that 00 001
can pubetely -lime what numbers will draw a
Prise.
KVIIIHNIIIIRI4 that the payment of Prises
is GUARANTEED HI' 1011111 NA-
TIONAL HANKS of New Orleans, and the
Tickets are signed by the President of an In.
Minion, whose chartered rights are recogniz-
d In the highest Courts: therefore. beware of
my imitations or &noisy mous schemes.
Its racelictil qualities commend it to ail who malt*
the importante
'Wean Neeidi en$ HaPPille1%,
truly healthy, sle.gaali and vett ..tive squat /as.
iliper 14 01  th• System ahrn i,ihirn, 
aq
rii- Stive.wthspt4 colds and sedsi
Permanently Cure
Habitual Constipation
The Californi• Liquid Prot Remedy
SYRUP °-F FIGS
Pmiseming all the above qualitieii, is rapidly tercel
ins ihe on, I favorite, especially eritb ladies
children, a• it es ple.esanl to sec rase, Aid Of 2IC
AV12, 110 all CASES.
lisevestivass. come rev Tea
Al.IFORNIA FIG SYRUP QQ.,
VP SAN a ssai.u.0O3‘0,4.
goy loom, Y
per asis to gme. ass m.os ossoss
by all Leadiag Pfuists.
3E33E19VIIEIEEXa
Ject HO icille The old co,tt tail.
Which flapped hi the brie ze alien ex-
eleisely are Mood to lw rotten
and threaslbare; the I oil a diecartled
garment once the farmer's pride; the
wooden legs wriipped in faded panta-
loons are not capable of action, arid the
rusty old gun la without loek t.1* barrel.
"And this is the t1e-t1 old thing."
(crown you know tire somet:mea very
pro(ane) "whielt iota kept from the
corn et) long," they ceW. "Lord, it we
had known that this old gun a otildn't
shoot, we'd beve heti part oh that corn
crtip loeg ago."
•••
The Itepubliestm for limey y rare
the loilnirli g oloso to the rest
"tree tirade" bugbear and 'emitter la-
bor" searecrow St Idris three,. et ti them
It the Detimeratic pert) callle nil° pew-
t-r, hitt I. years tit holiest Democretie
guy, re meet hest seitiviiiteet 'he laboret
test these scat et:lova %ere mil) hung-
hist y
a**
it,•ptildican orators instead of answer-
ing the ergunients advenot-d by Denim-
crstic sgsis,et bigh tab if rat..,
content themselves with eulogizing pro
tection. Glorious protection ! eery s x
de in'. The evils beciderit to the Po-
rakteil itutoleet me 53 isteiii can 6.01,1*- reme-
died I y beet ver "oeleittlid or
1.1010 101a." '• I he Ito can not tw eaved
'tiepins " ealid Mr. ••iiiir
•-aii Ill. Iller Ilir ily ileg Ill III be *seed
hy the I II) etc Jens exeotiontior 01 len.-
rue Bertha, !" EX* isludliono ol
noon p. oleo ion" do lilt ri duce the do.)
riollting 02 100.1. 'I lie lalnirrr
go to heir the Republican orator talk
about "glorious protect hm," and be
and find not amay tettiru to his 1 
crust upon liIs table and Ida children iii
It a lalstrer mai his family can
live OU pi idect one !lit:toile, they 'night
grow fat iii. rug ties present
"Protectiou to A leeriest! homes."
"Protection for our taint indus-
tries." All righs, Mays the Democracy,
alter the beret thildten are fed and
clothed.
a.•
A •pecial In  London say.: It le
reported that a .teri rail pyinii ate has
ill Gilts/OW
altior.g Its organ IZ,t el Andrew t
am mit. of its child promoters. A lill)
doubt isus MOM this a paying investment
for the Mire,, hundred thousasid dud urn
which I. his iv, no•il 'minims of tie) pro-
tection pie. Americans; It, u-t p eteet
poor Awl, 's natant Industries.
•••
'the reason Republica,' stiltilp sleek-
er's are lute heel( to divide time Hitti
ltettiocrete he because Iliry rah put what
th. ploote in the mouths
of imagittary op; renews and "dwelt up
a Ith pride sheet they have refuted
jIm. 10 " Every body he* heard of the
priest w ho threw his ,0,v1 Up011 the ti
spit upon 1111.1 slowed it, and appealing
to hie hearer., said, ''You see tithe (1-d
heretic lath euthieg to eay for hituself."
•••
If Judge ['burette, heti put If iehding
his letter to the press a little longer be
would ittive been elected vice-president
of the United States %Ohmic having for-
madly accepted the nominstion.
letter how. ver comes in time to make
several lettingen(' votes for ''tariff re-
form." After all, maybe, it is well that
the old Roman did put it off KO long. tor
he is able to get iii one of his telling
blows upon the Republican senate wily
hill ill the follow Mg: The Republicaos
by their platform 51111 their teeth-no in
the isetiate, by their proposed bill, say,
increase the taxes Oil teething and blank-
ets soil thereby increase their cost, main-
tain a high duty on the tools of the farm-
er end mechanic and upon the lumber
a Web they 'teed for the construction of
their modeet dwellings. gem* and barns,
end thereby prevent their (enabling
tiecesso ire at reassemble prices.
est
Itepublieatio are but of speak itig of
Judge Thurman as ati old man with one
foot lti the reve. That's all right. The
foot that is not in the grave has enough
life In it to kick your rotteu platfornt in-
to the next century.
e
st
Col. leolyar hem once wore retired from
the Nashville A merimin wet is on. e
more aticuee.led by Col. Duncan B.
Cooper. 'I Iva is almost an animal oc-
currence and Mies not .lenity much,
The polley of the J torn il under . ()I.
Coeper'm pull i,nlgl tuattagement has
always been Drumm-rade but just about
the Ilium lie lett Ills heed 'help steps I ell.
Colyar shot Imre thisuoloot,lietoseesiii uu
Il ills loll Deiiireireteivisera that llir
pester sliell preach liefifieereil 51111 111`11,
iipoils forthwith out itt du It Iii. loopool
'hat l'ool, Otolousr soul hi' Will
110111 10 It dile iimo lit Ills nueoutlime
what will poor Cormaole do for omits-
body Lit Minn, lie wiled Ill
warfare upou Col. t olyar during the
Mire die litter had vherge of the iiirrl.
yeti, and it la probitbrliat Itie heirless
expoee of the eillouts ti little "hr o ss"
Ike Cadre uf the change.
s'e
ss.,h Taylor, the invincible Bob 'lay.
ton, has been leveed by the National
liemovratic committee to use ko several
campaign speeches ill Imitates. Bob
having sueorteleti in wiping up the broad
surfswe of l'enneasee with his Reeubli-
esti oppotient, will probably eucept the
invitatioe, and if lie does the hos:seers
will hear some mighty straight talk
about the tariff and they will lwer some
mighty among erguments in laver of its
ialuel ben. They will also hear some-
thing *bout the way the Republican
party treated the poor old Mexican
vetetan alien be /eked fer a penairiii,
Bob iiever fettle to harp on this sul jet t
and the strains of his harp are pathetic
and grand anti the hearts of ills hearers
always respond.
Female College
Pall wasion will open AUGUST V. nue., with
Special rates to pupils desiring
We give personal attention to Inspection and Sale of evt.ry 
Hog:head of Tobac- • fail f'eu tY Elocution , Music. Art
no consigned to Us. 
. Wetter the C1/018C% In
sad Roden, languages. Call at college or ml-
Liberal advancement made on Tobaeco in store. All Ttibecco 
lettered at cost of Idm** 
- '
. . MINT,




In Honor of Xis* kil .
A number of lityited (deeds &agent-
bled at the home of Miss Mary Bell on
Ituseellville street, Tuesday ivening, iii
honor of her guest. Miss Kink, of Cory-
don. A most elegant supperWas served,
and the visitors them/pelves pleasantly
entertalerti, by the Misers Bell and their
guest. It Was not until late hour that
!hoer present thought uf parting, so
(plicaly paseeti the hours. and ao well
had the youtig heatetsetts looked after
tiwir pleaeure. Thome present were
Wan King of Corydoe, Miss Baer of
Bowling Green, Misses lepacomb, Lulu
Wiefree, Y1111114* 1.111ard, Edith Boul-
ware, Annie Tandy, Green henry,
Bettie Boulware, Mary Green, Jennie
Scohy, Mmele Jewett"), Virgiela Dade,
Susie Tandy, Mettle Young, Lelia Mills,
Mrs. Kate Tandy, Mr. and Mrs. Garth
Bell, and Messrs. Harry Bryan, Jon.
Burnett, Walter Bryan, C. k Wyly,
TOM Dade, 'Four Metcalle, Tout linight
Harry Tandy. duo Lipscomb, Jas.
NIllott, Will Tandy, Rev. Mr. McDon-




Prhate Opinions Publicly Expressed
On Persons and Thieve.
The wary old crow after niany months
tweeters (sniffler eith the figure re the
Iii,lerms seetr.eciow, and this taii.iliarity
hr. et's (NUJ'. Mitt. The wary obi . row
THE SAVAGE WAY.
Hew the ludisa Treats an Injury
-Old Time Methods.
The savage is emphatically tee yield
of nature. Ile live' elope te lettere, his
only education is g tined in nature's
school.
%Veen the Weisel receives an it jury,
he (ewe suit pee. it ewe in I...M-
otet, but times ois the simple teal, ad-
um,ii, mien. Ile! ball Lea, and, a ith na-
ture's aid, comes tiatilial recovery.
Our rugged ancestors, who 'deiced the
wildereess, bola their iniceutit but
conifot table Log Cabins end started the
clearings in the woods, which in time
became the broad, fertile fields of the
modern farmer, tutted in roots and herbs
that lay cities at imiel nature'', potent
remedies for all their coutinou ailments.
It was only in very serious cases they
sent lier "old saddle-bags" a ith ills
physic, which (pilot as often killed as
cured.
Latter day stociety has Warolered Ita.)
far away Iron' nature, hi every way,
for its ..*ii good. Our grandiethers amid
grandireithers IIVAII wholesome'', purer,
better, healthier, more natural ilv
than we do. Their whelp at-re 11. t
filled a itli hoximisi•ins, nor their bod-
ies saturated with poisonous drugs.
Is it not time to mike a chigoe, to
return to the simple Vegetable pr. pats-
thou' ol our grandmothers, a hich COli-
taieled the power and potency of mature
as remedial agents, and in ail tee ordi-
nary silmente were a 121 'at:foils, at least
harmless.?
.111t) proprietors (A Werner's Iseg Cab-
in remu dies have thought so, mid have
put on the market a number of these
pure Vegetable prep tretions, tit sde trout
formulas .ectireti alter patient search-
ing 1114.. the anit..le ol Die past, iso that
these Diem heed nut tre
out (lir to
Among the... I. .g Csblii temediee
will be foetid -Log Cable etreap
tor the bloke' ; ••leig seebilt hops and
buchu remedy ," us tonic slid at ..... itch
reined) ; "bog Caboi cough and COW.
Gumption remedy," "Log Cabin hair
tonic," for etrengthening aid renewing
the hair; "Log Cabin extract " fur
both external and internal apelication ;
"Log feeble liver pills," "Log Cabin
rose cream," an old but. ffective remedy
for catarrh, and -Log testate plasters."
All these rernedies are carefully pre-
pered front recipes a hick were found,
alter lettg investigation, to have beet)
dense moat successfully used by our
grandmothers of "ye (Mien time."
They art the simple, vegetable, effica-
cious reruttlies of Log Cabin day P.
Our Flag Raking.
It has elreedy been 'sentient-eel in the
Nsw ERA that we WO111,1 liaVe • MIK-
raking suit a big tint,- generally in tills
.•Ity on Saturday, 0.1ober 20th, and
flint Roe. John Ymitig Prown, Capt.
W. T. Ellis Niel Flow James A. Mt-Keel-
er mild others hail beset itivited to speak
iiti that ocesidom That announcement
would have been sufficient to have gath-
ered a large erotid, but ill addition to
the list of gentlemett named who a ill
.peek le-re that day, we are glad to add
the name of our Uevernor, Sieve' Boll-
ver Buckner. We have just received a
telegram stating positively that he will
be here and speak for us. We hope that
not only every precinct, but every
neightxtrhood in the county will be rep-
eceento.1 anti a aor.lial 1..witatle.. is •=
tended to every person fobs present and
heir these distinguished advocates of
tariff reform, the only real measure for
the protection of American labor.
Clarksville Tobacco Le*(: James A.
McKenzie addressed a large audience of
farmers at the court house Thursday.
His speech, like everything lit says, was
Interesting and was well received. It
was in the interest of organization on
the part of the planter(' and non-pro-
duction of tobacco next year. Ile urged
this as a temporary relief only and
showed that the burdens of the farmers
oprutor from unjust legislation. l'he
main remedy was in die ballot. Let
the national legialatere be composed of
Men W110 would plaoe the burden of
talettion not 1111 the farmer lied the poor
man, but on ail alike. The Regie sys-
tem should be dune away with, either
by diplomacy or legislation.
A special from hiedisonville to the
Henderson Gleaner says that on Satur-
day evening about It o'clock as the last
train WWI going to the fair grounds near
that plIktie Will was passing through a
rut, Polk Byron rode Into the cut on
horse bal-k and moved on down the
track. The horse becoming frIghtehed
at the teeming train threw Dyne,' to the
gefoithl list el.P11 010 rail. Shill before a
Meek v41111'1110 Wide he WWI f1111 fltPf
111111 Ills /15511 4111111111•4017 otovooroo1 from
his body. HI room lied Nem drinking flu?.
log tho flay owl was intuslvalati stilts'
Onto. Tim loolortuilato igen lived neer
Nebo 1114 144 snout lorty.sig )oars of
4 go. lis leaves s fenilly.
-.ass. • smess---.
Powell at Peahreke sad Lafayette.
Hon. J. li. Pow ill wIlt address the
eit'alis of Pentbrt Ifs Thursday night,
October 115th end Lafayette Friday night
October 20th- If you want to hear good
Democratic doctrine be at those points
at dine mentioned.
Parents CrIstaally Liable.
More than half of all deaths occur be-
freionnoesellxit, 3 le,5vresty of e. A itndrenarearmy 01iwept
needlessly away each sear. Parents are
criminally responsible for this. The
death rate of children in England le leas
than half this. Acker'e English Baby
Soother hail done more to bring this
about than all other causes combined.
You cannot afford toHb.eB.wGiattreeneurt.it.
Buckner, Ellis aid McKenzie.
Goy. 1/114 kner, Capt. Ellis, .iiNNN
Kenzie and probably other' will speak
In this city :text Saturday, Everylexly
turn out.
_ _
Piles! Piles! itching Piles.
Sy ntptoms-M olsture ; intense itch ing
and otingieg; meet at night; wore," ise
scratching. If allowed to yoneinue tu-
mors form, wise* often Weed mei ul-
cerate, beemning very sore. Seosyne's
Ointment stops the itching and bleed-
ing, heals ultartstion, anti it. most eased
removes the tumors. 41 or




Hon. (*harks h. W heeler, of Paducah,
and Miss Mamie K. Guthrie, were
united in nterriege at the first deptIst
chute It in Oust city (Pu lit- 10th.
Rey, C11•11. Morrill, Of EV•DPVIlle, as-
sisted hy Rev. Charles, Shuck, of Padu-
cah, °dictating. The erten') was born
Anil reared in Chrh-tian teem y, being
• son 0. the late Dr. Wheeler. After
graduating in his profession, he located
In Paducah, and at once took rank as
one ot the leading lawyers of that bar.
Ile Is a young men of ability and eeem-
plary habits, aud etatitis es high lii Ole
city of his adoption sa he dors iu his
native twenty, lite paducalt Standard
says the bride is the °lily daughter of
Mr. J. J Guthrie Kiel a debutante of
last *ensue. She is • lovely, attractive
young holy and has been a favorite
since her dret entranoe In society. Mr.
Wheeler Is a talented and teeing young
attorney told Imo been • reshient of the
city for a Dumber of years, whining dis-
tinction at the bar throughout this fac-
tion. lie has also WOO laurels as a
public speaker in political ranks, being
the assistant Democratic elector of 
this
district They have the good wishes of
a host of Weeds.
a
A cabbage trust has been formed to
raise the price of that useful vegetable.
Now, if the tax were taken off tobacco
the q utility of the average cigar of com-
merce would doubtless be vastly im-
proved.
Notes ifs Trip to California.
BY ear. J. W. .. ...
The Sovereign Grand Lodge, I. 0. 0.
F., at the annual maiden held in Den-
ver, Col., in Sept., 1887, resolved to
meet title year in Los Angeles, Califer-
His. As chaplain of that body for the
past twenty years, I left home Sept.
rich tor Klemm City, the place of ren-
d. zvoua, arriving there Oil the morning
or the 10th, ...here a large timelier 1/1
representatives trout the states anti ter-
ritories, red the Canadian provinces,
had Resembled. Minty of thew were
accompanied by their wives and daugh-
ters. At 4 e is we left in • special
train, consisting of three sections, each
cottothileg eight Pule:met cars. We •r-
rived at Topeka, Katusas, about 6 P
where a cowmen).- of reception were in
waiting with carriages to convey the
guests to a large hall, where the ladies
of the city had prepared an elegant
beequet, and served us with their UWII
fair hands. About seven or eight hun-
dred persous were comfortably sestet!,
anti *11 the delleewies of the season, with
other submittalsl foodovere amply priivi-
tied and el )(eyed We thee repaired t.0 the
opera 111111er, where the governor of the
mate, and the tueyor of the city deliv-
ered addresses of welcome. limed lou-
sis edited to the intereet of the occasion.
It wee iiiiiiiiight before we resumed our
!Sitlt t morning we reached
KIIIINItd, where we remained
until 3 P Is -being prove], d with break.
tart and dinner by the Order, at the va-
rious hotels. We er jos ed a carrisge
hie around this new and growing city,
anti Re limey advantages were duly im-
pressed upon tile visitors, by the disin-
terested owners of town 1 its and subur-
ban prepert v.
Pt 12.11 we firestklasted at Retwi,
Sew till.-X;c.). The de.' as. it delight-
Int tet,e, am' we rid 'yes) our elevation
ot about 7,000 leet above the sea level.
Artived at Las Vegas, a thrivhig little
city (.1 eeveral thousand intiebitants,
about 2 P. M , *tail alter a short stay, pro-
ceeded by at branch road to Om Hot
Springs, where special preparation's lied
been wade by the euthorities of the
Atchison, Topek i & S Into Fe railroad,
for our entertainment. 'the Plicettlx
hotel (formerly the Moetezurna) is a
large and beautiful 'structure, 'situated
on an elevated plateau, stud surrounded
by wountalits. The springs are numer-
ous, and the water very lett. I draiik
a glass or two, end had to sip it like
coffee or tea. B sets can be taken at:the
highest temperature desired. The bare
quet given us at the hotel was a mag-
nificent affair, and nearly a thousand
guests sat down to an elegant supper,
coutprising every luxury that could
tempt the appetite. At the close of
the ri part, verems sort-cher were
wade, and the coutpany dispersed
for a, lute to prouteliatle 011 the spacious
verandas. Theis a party of I litliall•
were kart...lucent itt Hill colitulite, and
pertornied a war deuce, actennpanied by
their own rode and barbarous music,
*tech lellet quite a itovelty to the visitors,
eerily of whom had never seen a real
belore.
Later iii the evening, when the large
ditiieg rove) ass cleared, there was •
ball where the younger portiott of the
oottipany engaged to dancing, utetil the
signal of parture was glVell, Slid the
trains moved otr abuse midnight.
Titer-Way muritieg, Sept., 13[11, we
arrived at Santa Fe. and smut eight
hours view-lug this quaint old place, said
Or be the twat anemia town in North
America. Many objects worthy of note
were found here. A party of tour,
eluding the writer, went to the old ca-
thedral, where the priest in charge took
special pains to show us around. ln a
large ante-room many curiosities had
been collected. Among the old pictures
was one painted in the year 1540. The
cathedral itself was 300 years old, and
the walls In certain places were eight
feet Iuu thickness. Some old heed-made
tapestry Was shown, very curiously
wmught 1110010ra, the art of making
wisieh is loot. Among other amity old
books, was one printed in the city of
Mexico, in 1587-another still more an-
cient, a -icripture Conoordance, printed
n Europe, bore the date ol 1549. A
figure of Cnrist Oil the cross, was re-
ported to be over 400 sears old.
We also visited the ancient church co
San Miguel, which was built in 1580,
and according to some authorities in
1543. 'fills was lung before our Virgin-
ia colonies were established, or the Pu-
ritsns had landed on Plymouth Rock
And we were looking upon works that
had existed long before them intereetleg
ps.riods In our country's history. An
old adobe, or mull house, near the
chuteli, is hid to be inueh older theft
the "scrod edifice itself, It Is Inhabited
by Pueblo Indians, whose hoot* I woo
by utrhlIhig gilt to a Illtlo pappoteso two
longing to tits family, ill thee tuwor ul
old 0414 Miguph, Is a bell Hest wli peet
lit eipelie liu Om poor 1350. It was
brought to Meglou by Curios, mid oiler
the fall of MUlittallt114, Indian slaves
carried 11 10 Santa re. Three of the .1.
tar pieces in the church are. more than
seven hundred years out. 'flue roof of
the church was destroyed by the Pueblo
Indians in 1680: partially matured In
1692; more fully repaire.I hy the Span-
Janie in 171,0. The thickness of the
adobe letsi.we from two le  u aud a half tov i 
A visit to the rooms of the Historical
society of New Mexico, proved quite
interestlog. They were located In what
was formerly the governor's pace.
This building, a lonk, haw one story
house,- Cuntbered over two hundred
y ears ...fesrietenee, and though often re-
paired still looked as if it might last
through many generatioes yet to come.
Many articles of bit-rte.% conneeted
with the aucieet htsiory of the lowu
and country, bad twee collected and ar-
ratiged by the society for public exami-
nation. Our time in the old oily plowed
pleseantly. The narrow streets, the
quaint seolittecturte the peculiar cos-
tumes 01 the people, all afforded matter
of Interest. Many of the women wore
veils over their heads instead of beti-
mes, an told Spanish custom, and the
effect was quite picturesque. 'lite pop-
ulation was of a mixed character. Meat-
cans and Indians forming a large per-
centage of the whom. We left Santa
Fe ettout a r. , reaching the town of
Albuquerque ton stopper.
Now for the bare rocks, the awful
chasms, and lays beds of ArigAllit.
',hiring the iikght we entered this terri-
tory, Rua all day Friday were traveling
through it. At times, the scenery was
grand beyond deeeription. Lofty moult-
taloa of peculiar shapes; rocks piled
upon eat it other, resembling old ruined
castles and fortresses; then barren
t"lains. succeeded by forests of pine, slid
pleasant looking green meadows, with
herds of cattle peacefully grazing, and
some comfortable looking homes. There
last afforded a striking conteast le the
mud houses of the wretched sod dirty
Indians, so ofteu vete duriog the Jour-
ney through Use territories. It was bite
the unrolling of a great panorama.
Saturday morning, Sept. 1501, at an
early hour. we crossed the Colorado
river, and entered California. A dreary
desert now lay before us, extending to
within a few hours ride of Los Angeles.
It was a distressing day to all. The
heat was intense, about RIO degrees;
be st‘o shone dazzlingly upon the white
seed Oust covered the barren and deso- mountain views throughout the day,
late plains, and the alkaline dust was bewildering in grandeur sod sublimity.
very annoying. The wind felt at times Castle Gate was a remarkable place
like the hot air from a furnace. Two where the railroad passes between
extinct volcanoes were passed, and the tower shaped rocks, resembling the gi-
black and gray waves of lava extended gautie gateway of a ruined castle. The
many miles. No dwellings to be seen two huge pillars, or ledges of rock men-
tor hours at a time in this dismal waste, posing It, ate of different height", one
save lin occasional station house where measuritig five hundeed, and the tether
the train would stop for a few minutes. tour hundred arid fifty feet from top to
No Immo' beluga but the Wetly at the basic. They are richly dyed with red,
station, and perhaps a few straggling and the firs and pities growing about
ludiatis. Eves' the birds seemed to them, but reaching only to their lower
SIMI' this regian of eolitude and barren- strata, render this colorieg more notice-
ness. We passed in eight of the "Val- able and beautiful. Between the two
ley of Death." which derived it.. mune sharp promontories, which are separated
from the great number of ernigraute only by a narrow space, the river sad
who perished within Its fated borders, the railway both run, and looking hack,
In the early settlement of California.
The old eutigraut road plumed through
It, and man and beast by the score died
trout thirst, nu water being found
throughout Its dreary limits. In the al-
tertioun we resulted Barstow, panting
and deity. We found some vegetation
which refreshed the eyes, end here
while at dinner, mit utiexprcied pleas-
ure came In the Aerial of a heavy shower
of rain that lasted half an isuur. Here
slew seas-re bit by a utountittee ot
brethren Irvin Lim Angeles, with a gen-
erour supply of frults-basikets of deli-
cious grapes mei peaches, pears and lige,
tegether a itit A ogee -a awl other Cali-
fornia a Mee. 'Die discomforts of the
day weir overlooked, and we reveled hut
the refreshing luxuries. We moved on
slowly during the afternoon, but at
o'clock, e. , reached Los Atigeles.
Having secure) combirtable quarters In
advance, at the new ' Uuited States ho-
tel,'' I was soon reetifig from the fa-
tigue of our long journey.
Olt Sundry, Sept. Ms, 1 preached in
St. Petit'. (lurch, aud after the ate.-
Octet, a leer of Keettrekiaus e .me to
exchange g'eetings with me, anti to
offer hospitalitiee
The Sovereign Geoid Lodge begati ite
session on Monday motehig, and con-
dialed toad Friday reeiting, %lieu it
adj iuret ii eine die It is not any blue,
tion to give details' of the proceedings
now. During the %seek, a 'tread pa-
retie of the Order took place. The pro-
ceesioat was large &lel imposing, and
was preceded by a regiment of the State
Guards as an escort. It was itneesed
by an immense crowd of people, elm
throeged the streets In all directitine.
The city was gaily decorated; stores,
public buildings, and inaey private
houses were covered with flags and em-
blems, in honor of the benevolent Order
assembled in their limita.
I was invited cith other friends, to
take a drive around the city, in the pri-
vate carriage of a wealthy citizen. Ile
drove a fine tearn of horses, and our ride
was charming. Oar friend pointed out
every place of. spe.lal interest. We
drove through orange groves, the trees
loaded a ith green Iruit which will not
mature until January. We saw many
varieties of the palm tree, aid other
southern growths, and realized that we
were in a tropical country. We visited
a number et private parks, and were
•niszed at the evidences of luxury and
impreveutt It, where twenty years ago,
the low adobe houses of Mesita'ss sur-
rounded by cactus and sage brush,
abounded. Elegent residetwee, splen-
did college buildings, flue churches and
handwrite cottages in every style of ar-
chitecture were seen on every side. The
rection, seeming very claw to us, but lu
reality twenty-five miles away. Los
Angrier; is a beautiful city, and a buoy
o ie. Chinamen live here in great num-
bers; they are to be seen everywhere,
arid are engaged In a variety of occupa-
tions. 'flie population of the city is es-
timated at 80,000.
Leaving Los Angeles in the afternoon
of the al, 1 reached San Francisco the
following day about noon, and received
a hearty welcome from relatives who
had resided there for many years. Dur-
ing my stay in this city I enjoyed sev-
eral drives with my nieces, which gave
me Nil opportunity of observing its ex-
tent, and the vast improvements going
forward in all wieners. A visit to the
presido, or military (loaners of the army,
had touch of interest in it. At one
pellit the cavalry were drilling; at an-
other, squads of artillerlists were exer-
cising with the large guile, recently
mounted upon the earthworks command-
ing the entrance to the harbor. The
quarters of the officers &rid men were
very neat and substantial buildings,
forming quite • town. A fine road,
winding around the high cliffs, com-
manded a splendid view of the beautiful
Bay of Seel Franciseu. The mountain•
oils islands Hiking front its boson,clothed
with a purple the white sailed
'hipping, the steamer" still ptnell boats,
prose/mod us Haply sowito, 10101011 sees.
weld, ilia golden gots tor elulritiu.'u lit thte
hallow mow' yr,' user. *loll* heymill,
this blus waists of thm gloat Piwillooutwu
atretelieti away to the *Helen( tool, en.
litettootto us, the surf broker upon ties
betwil with a mighty rear. Opposite the
cliff house, several large rucks rose out
of the ocean, and these were vovered
with hundretis of (reale, hirking and
yelping like a pack of house's irm full cry.
A state law protects Oleos-ale from being
molested, and so their 11111111)er Is con-
atently Increasing. Gardeo,
overlooking this spot, 1015 tweet beauti-
fully improved by its %sweater, adorned
with statuary, Weida anti flowers of all
varieties;, spat-lona walks aud drive*
open to the public. This park, neer by,
I, very large, aud is being rapidly
brought into ortier and beauty, by the
city •uthoritiee. Sem Fraecleco now
conceit'l a population of itrarly 400,000
people, gathered out of all nations. Its
crowded and hwy streets remind one
very strongly of New York or Chicago.
On the *Lit of September 1 telt Oak-
land Statism at 3 p. lxi., imeteteurd ?emend,
&lad had • pleasant journey to Sacra-
m00011°, reach.ng there for supper. Dur-
leg the eight I crossed over the Sierras
and bteakfaitte I next mornitig at Reno,
Nevada. All this day (tee 27th) we
travelled through the desert, the heat
beteg moat oppressive. Barren rnoun
talus anti sandy wastes; met the gaze on
every side, and "solitude reigned supreme.
The little station of iluniboldt wait like
mi oasis in the desert, with its green trees
alai sparkling fountain, the water bring
breught in pipes from the river some
distauess away.
On the netriiiiig of the 28th we reached
Ogden, III Utah, where wet-banged cars.
Here I took the Denver and Rio Grande
railr bore course runs by the great
Salt Lake, the Dead Sea of America
The marshes upon its borders were in-
crusted with salt which sparkled in the
sunlight. No waves dance over this
mysteclous lake; no surf roar breaks the
stillnese about it fits tails dot ie. sur-
face; no 4,1111 {Peril III Its *allite !rpthIt
A, few birds were dying t.ear the eitore,
We Only evitletwew of animated nature
visible. The Salt Lake valley is highly
cultivated. Orchards laden with frult ;
farm houses surrounded by thick groves
of trees; meadows filled with grazing
cattle, thrift arid plenty stuilleg a re-
ward eve' the industrious tiller el the
soil.
At Salt Lake City a number of our
passengers left for a short sojourn in
that city of the Saints. Being anxious
to reach house I resisted the persuasions
of friends and continued toy journey.
It was a continued series of magnificent
the bold headlands forming it have a
new and more attractive beauty. They
seem higher arid more massive than
when we palmed beneath them. They
are latithrierks up Red down the canon,
their lofty tops being seer, before their
bawes are (Recovered.
The Canon of the Gunelson
river is a wonderful gorge, grander,
deeper, darker than any through a hitch
we have passed. At time' the cierion
itarri.w• and is full ed sharp curves, but
again liar long, a ide stretchiest, a lilt•li
enable • to •finly the steep crag. that
tower beaten% and two or three thou-
sand feet. Nature lots created every
thi.,g here oil a grand scale. The aun
light falls upon the topmost pines on the
 main sides, but never reaches down
thew. dark red walla. it makes ohe
',budder to pans through this gloomy
scene.
We now mew to Marshall's Pass, that
wonderful pathway over the Continen-
tal Divide. The grades at first are only
moderately steep, but soon the ascent
begins in cameo!. Two large engines
toil and pant. The curves are sliarp and
fr. relent. The road creeps round the
motintein in a zigzag form, doubling
opon Itself repeatedly. In an hour's
there we are at ' the Summit. 10.856 feet
'shove the Sea. A gravel picture is spread
before Its. Mount Wray towers above
114 14 000 feet in height. The crater of
an extinct volcano appears near its ULM-
tuit, and waves of buried lava have been
uro.overed in its vicinity. In the dis-
tance rise the extended Sangre de Cristo
Range, white with everlasting snows on
their crests. At our feet and doubling
tr,ck and forth down the mountain side,
are the loops of the road leading to the
valley, showing tee skill of the engineers
in overcoming the difficulties of the as-
cent. The descent begins, and the road
winds around projecting headland', on
the verge of vast precipice*, through
Ilark recesses, until we reach a narrow
but verdant valley on the level plains
once more, arid breathe freely again.
The crowning wonder, liove.ever. was
It..' peso/tire through the Grand Canon
oh the Arkansas, whose wall, rose thou-
sands of feet above us, almost shutting
out the daylight. When first examined
it seemed impoitaible that a railway could
ever be constructed through this stu-
pentioue canon. There was scarcely
r. om for the river alone, and granite
ledges blocked the path. But the ob-
structions were removed, a road bed
closely following the contour of the cliff*
was made, slid to-hay the canon is a
well used thoroughfare. But its gran-
deur still remains. After entering its
depths the train moved slowly along the
side of the retold Arksuipaa, and around
projecting eitoulders of dark hued gran-
ite. 'file rocky wrsile grew higher, the
river madly rushed along its rugged bed,
mei the way narrows to a mere fissure
through the heights. Far above the road
the sky forms a deep blue arch of light,
but in the gorge beng dark and sombre
shades which the sun's rays have never
penetrated. The 'granite cilia are a
thousand feet high, &solid wall on either
side; beyond them a pinnacle rise. sky-
ward for thrice that distance. Language
cannot describe the ecene. Man be-
comes dumb amid such sublimity. The
passage through the canon occupied
AgetikittlAVViallittrairith frteresti
spectators who gazed in wonderiog awe
and admiration at this evidence of Al-
mighty power exhibited on so vast a
seale. And when we came out of the
gloomy paps into the bright sunahitte, a
feeling of relief seemed to pervade the
entire company.
We reathed Denver about e p. m.o.-
the 29th. Front this point my return
ticket carried me through to Emma*
City by the Burlington anti Missouri
River railroad. I have already extended
my noire far beyond the original inten-
tion and sill only remark that a journey
such as I have attempted to describe,
would furnish material tor thought tre
Itel observing mind that *ould last*
lifetime.
The poultice which draws out • man's
virtues is the sod that covers his grave.
If you don't want all yoar virtues known
t so scion, regulate your regulator with
Wartter's Log Cabin Sireaparilla. It
tnak.m pure blood which gives Gourd
health. Largest bottle in market-120
doss for $1. Druggists.
The Commercial Club.
The regular meeting of the Commer-
cial Club Tuesday night was well at-
tended and quite interesting.
The committee on "Steam Laundry"
reported and the report showed that the
eft' Jos of the club towards getting a
leuroiry on foot here were ilk oly to be
euece•eliel les the best future.
Tile slob serhahlorell and oppruvool
1411W11111/11141111111 (1•11111 O
ut, Meek tier,
pershietit of the Stele League of Coins
turrolisl Club*, sod tools the itortwoowtr
stops to formally houututo a tuousbor
the Siete League, Judge Joe McCar•
fill' NU uesolutorialy elected Director
for this club.
Preahlerit Bassett signified the ful-
low.tig appointments as provided for at
the previous ineetiele; Grain stet other
Agriceltural Products, Judge kleCar-
roll; Miner's! Resources, '1'. W. Long;
'rebate-se II. II. Abereathy ; leconeng
and Outgoing Freights, Homer Prinee;
Manufacturing, C. W. Metcalfe; lime
ben Lambs, Judge W. I'. Winfree; Liss
Sock. Polk Omelet.; Mercantile Inter-
ests, W. A. Wilms; Firming Interests,
W. F. Garnett. To the public it is
neceetsery to explain that the above
geed( men are appointed to gather sta-
tistics for this county on the subjects
indicated and file same in shape con-
venient for referencse with the Commer-
cial Club. It is earnestly requested that
every citizen will co-operate with each
of theses gefftlemen and furnish leo)
with every possible item of information.
If the Hopkinsville Commercial Club
ever accomplishes any of the laudable
rejects of its organization and existence
it will be (lone largely through the help
and encouragement of our citizens who
are not members; mud it is the duty
and should be the pleasure of every citi-
zen to lend his mid inevery possible
way.








Electrical „-"Itesse Cream," for Ca-
tarrh. 'filmy are, 1.1se Warner's" Pippe-
(moue," the simple, effective remedies
of the old Log Cabin days.
"Crown Jewels."
Ed. F. MeGoUgh, tip deaf and dumb
agent of the above nested is in the
city miliciting. 'I he book Is complied
by Henry Dave/wort Northropp, 1). D.,
and is tilled with gems of literature, art
and music. Tee beet artists and wri-
ters of the day are drawn upon for ma-
terial, and the pick of their store is used.
The lovers of poetry will be gratified on
finding selections front their favorite
%%Titers, those musically Inclined will be
charmed wiai the selections. the practi-
cal, the literarily inclined, the lovers of
fiction are all provided for. Fine steel
engravings illustrating various subject*





















Mu Era Printing and Publialting Cs.
Nil 74 TMlit WOOD, Prissedeist.
81 A YEAR.
OP FICE NEW ERA BUILDING
7th, street, near Main.
MIOPIIIISISV1LLE. 114E111'3 Calf. I
ASVICIIIT1211 IRATI224.
4.4 e tact illrer insertion, - $150
• •• one o• mth - - - 300
" three months - - 00
" stx mouths - - - 9 0
• " oil* year - - - - 15 00
Additional rates may be had by sidiliestion
ihe ones.
itrTranatent advertisements most be paid forte
advaaco.
•.:harges for yearly advertlee cassia will be mi-
.-zed miartarty.
All advertisements Inserted without 'Peeled
III• win he charged for until ordered out.
• ousisi oconien is of Marriages and Deaths not eg-
o. «nog five lipee, and notices of preaching pub-
gratis.
Ur Obituary None's, iteaointiona of Iteseeet and












WHAT THE FARMERS I Al.
Extract from a speech made in Congress in
May, Des, by Hon. .John D. Stuart.;
I insist that the fermere of this coun-
try. although in numbers the largest,
are not beirefited by a high tariff, but,
on the contrary, are shainelully discrine-
hinted against, aiel it is not no strange
that their farint are heavily ritortgaged
when we come to theleretand how the
tariff a &cos them.
Voider the present law let us gee what
an ordinary family on a tarot haa to eon-
tribute to the government. I stibnite a
oiclit little of articles mostly used by a
family as an illustration, anti the thity
on them, and also showing the reduction
proposed under the NI tile bill:
•nator Sherinate of Ohio, against
horn rib Republican dares say% word,
io 1367, put himself on record in these
woods: "In considering so complicated
&subject as the tariff nothing can be
more deeeptive then the applitiation of
such gtmeral phrases as a 'protective
e •revenue 'tree trade
tariff.' Every law inoewing a duty ton
imported goods is necessartiy a restraint
on trade. It imposes a burden upon
the purchihe end sale of imported goo&
and tends to prevent every importation.
The expression, free trade tariff,' in-
vulvae an aissurdity. If you converse
with intelligent men engaged in the
bus:these of umeufacturitg they will tell
you that they are willaig to coemete
e oh Engiand, France, Germany, and
sit the countries in Europe, at the old
rates of duty. If you reduce their pro-
duced to a specie! basis, and put them on
the eame tooting they a ere before the
war, the present rates of duty would be
too high. It veould I ot be necessary for
swerve atty branch of industry to be
proteteed to the extent of your present
tariff law. They do not tisk protection
see/test the pourer hibor stf Esireyoe, hut
they ask protection against Me creation of
',Jur utrti lows.
TECEKSEK LOAM
Tecumseh Sherman Is on the war
path, again. His war whoop is heard
through the columns of the North
American Review. He want* the negro
vote counted and he says if it ain't
counted, there's a ;coin' to be another
war more cruel, more bloody than the
late "unpleasantness." A war in which
the torch and the dagger ipronouneed
'toiler) will Wee the place of orderly
battalion with awakes& and kospeacka.
Tecumeeh Intimates ;pat if the negro
vote ain't countedorfor Harrison) that
the negro will take up the torch and the
dagger (pronouneed dsjjer and apply
them to the hearts and the hItties of his
employers and former maatere. Tecum-
eeh knows itemething about this torch
and dagger business, as the survivors
along the line of his ruthiets march can
testify. He manipulated the torch and
the dagger about a quarter of a century
ago in a manner that made the ghost of
the red gentaernan whowe usroe he bears
blush for hie reputation. Tecumseh le
the victim of a singular delusion: A
delietion which causes him to cut a very
odd figure in history. At intervals he
Is impressed with the idea that the war
is not over, and when this idea takes
possession of him he proceeds at once to
array himself ins red garment (vulgarly
called "bloody shirt") and with scalping
knife and tomahawk at his side goes
forth to his publieher where he "crushes
the rebellion" in short order. Having
done this to his own satiafaction he re-
turne to his wigvyft with his reeking
acalps,and it is prbly several months
before he deems it necessary to "crush
the rebellion" again. Ile has "crushed
the rebellion" in nearly every
periodical and paper in the north
and he has "crushed the re-
bellion" in a very crushing book of
two volumes which weighs ten or twelve
pounds. He now bobs up in the North
American Review and attempts to in-
n egate another rebellion that he may
crush it. Tecumseh might as well un-
derstand at once that the negro and the
white man were living together in har-
mony, and his wild talk about "torch
and dagger" and "millions of northern
trienda" can not influence any sensible
negro to commit the erimee wmcn nis
erticle sneakingly smiles at and encour-
ages.
Gen. Palmer, when accepting the
nomination for governor of Illinois at
the hands of the Democracy of that
state, spoke in the strongest language
against the employment of private pe-
!Oxman to enforce pnblic laws. He has
denounced the system throughout his
campaign, and make it hateful in the
eyes of the people. He ends himself
riow the hero of the hour and the dar-
ling of the moral minded. The em-
ployment of private policemen by the
street car companies of Chicago whose
Laborers, numbering several thousand,
are now on a strike has occasioned a
wave in his favor which will land him
7 in the governor's chair and probably
rescue Illinois from the Republicans.
Mr. Blaine's speech at Evansville was
characterized by many brilliant pas-
sages and much sound logic, according
to the remark of a citizen who arrived
per coal freight eesterday. Judging
from the following, the brilliance of
which is almost blinding, it was:
"In my judgment, Mr. Mills brought
his bill to it poor market when he ap-
peared as Its defender in the city of
Evansville. Before the war we had a
tariff like unto that which Mr. Wilt
embodies i& his bill. Now pray look
back twenty-eight years and recall whet
a small town Evansville then was. Then
look to-day at her population of more
than 30,000 people, who are engaged in
a variety and combination of manufuc-
tures as extraordinary, 1 think, as can
be found in any city ot its size in the
whole union."
Those who went from this city to
Evansville Saturday to hear the great
Republican trust advocate are not mak-
ing a very large disturbance by their
demonstrations of joy over what they
beard. There is a sort of goneneas no-
ticeable In their features that can only
be traced to a sour stomach. Somehow
or other Mr. Blaine's speech did not
agree well with them.
To the Republican farmers of Chris-
tian county: Which do you prefer,
cheap tobacco and dear clothing, or
cheap clothing and dear tobwxo? This
is a question of principle and not of
party. The Republican party favors
the removal of the excise taxes, while
the Democratic party would remove the
tax on necessaries.
Judge Thurmin'a letter of acceptance,
which appears elsewhere, in characteris-
tic of the man, short and straight to the
pint. The position of the Democratic
party is clearly defined, and the benefits
to be reaped by the election of Cleveland
plainly set forth.
A thinking man must admit that the
policy of the Democratic party is more
favorable to the working man than that
of the Republican party. If he will not
admit, he is either blinded by prejudice
or has not made a study of the plat-
forms.
Hopkineville people have had a taste
of Ellis' logic and will show their ap-
preciation toy turning out in full force to
the speaking next Saturday. Gov.
Buckner and his fair lady will honor us
with their presence.
A vote for Cleveland is a vote for re-
ducer. taxation; a vote for Harrison Is
one for increased taxation. There is no
way to get around this.
If protection increases the price of la-
bor why are wages so low In France,
Germany, Austria, total), and Chine
Come out Saturday and hear what
your governor has to say on political
matters.
Free whisky or free wool, cheap to-,-
beceo or clathing; which will you have?
Where was Mr. Field Marshal Hal-
stead when Feller donned the ermine?
The Nashville American has agate
changel hands; Col. Duncan Cooper be-
ing the purchaser. Col. Cooper has
been chief of the staff under Col. (tolyar
for !tome months, and is a Democrat of
the purest dye, but of course had no
contiol over the editorial opinions.
There is no telling how long the twee-
telt managereeet will retitle coterie, as
Cu'. COlylir is likely to buy it &keit
next week, at least this his been the
custom for some years. The two Cols.
are bitter petite's' enemies, atid every
time one of them gets real rund at the
other he buys les paper and proceeds to
give 111111 the very dente , politically
speaking. It would not be strange,
now, as the political oplitione of the two
papers are so nearly in accord with etch
other, for the American and the Demo-
crat to consoil late. In this ease Col.
("Oyu would awe a new daily, run its
year, anti then stoop in the old ore.
thus it goes on year after year.
lithe Democrat and Chronicle, of
Clarksville, w oriel lay aside their preju-
dices and put their shoulder to the
wheel the Demote-Cie party in Mont-
vinery county would be iu a better
couditian to meet the common enemy in
November. itioteati of this however
these two able jeurnals are ignoring the
real 'lenges in a liele family quarrel
relative to the advisability of holding a
primary for the instruction ot their leg-
islators. Both Hartle and 'tektite stre
true Democrats and woull vote and
work tor the perpetuation of Democrat-
ic prinelpiee on the floor of the senate
Tae Dentocratie party will experience
no great loss in the relegation of either
Mall. It is not our quarrel, gentlemen,
and we don't propose to meddle with it,
but as a Democrat we are sorry to see
two stab foreibie peers gouging each
other it:steed punetneing tile rotten
principles of our enemy.
Mayor Hewitt in a letter to the cite-
zeu's committee acceptiag their re-ionn-
inatioti, says that in order to test the
sizicerity of Tammany's lamentation
over a divided local Contest be will with-
draw in favor of a union cantli•late.
The Mayor is a cranky old soul, stub-
born as a Mississippi mule, but has made
New York the beet mayor elle lies hail
fir many years. If Tammany is in
earnest and anxious to promote the in-
terest of Democracy, now is the time to
prove it. That organization does not
stand in apy too greed repute with the
people, of this country, amid it is- high
thee they are doing something to regain
favor.
[nein national Republican platform
of 1868 we find this sentence: ••It. is
tine to rzietmoor of the nation coat uts.a-
tion ehouid be equalized and reduced as
rapidly as time national faith will per-
mit." Again, in 1884, this: "The Re-
publicae party pledges itself to correct
the tot qualities el the tariff and to re-
duce the surplus." In the platform ot
'See. are these words: " „favor the
entire repeal id Paternal ta.reri rother Moe
the surrender of any port of our protect-
ire system
Tee party of free whiskey and moral
ideal are resorting to "ways that are
dark and tricks that are vain" In order
to give I oidiena's vote to Harrison. They
are importing negroes and encouraging
the orgatiizition female Republican
clubs. Etch member of these female
clubs is pledged to convert at tenet one
Democrat even if she "his to merry heri
Co de it." It is hoped the young !Isms-
iers will not fall into these nets.
Another horrible railroad disaster
comes close on the heels of the Mud
Run Weir, and it, too, is ou the Lehigh
Valley road. A train ran into a number
of gravel cars on which were at work
many men, killing six instantly and
wounding twenty-six, many fatally. Is
theme no remedy, no wty penish ties
carelessness uti the part of these em-
ployee?
A new phitee is suggested by the May-
oralty tight in New York. It will
arouse the active interest of every voter
in the city, bring them out to the polls
on election day, thus givitg to C.eve-
land, for whom all factions are working,
a largely increased vote.
Billie () Bradley put ids (cot in it
weir' at Franklin the other day. At a
Republican speaking there lie refused to
divide tune with lion. I. H. Geotinight.
As this is Mr. Goodnight's; own home,
the discourtesy was remarkable, even
for Bradley.
Next Saturday will be a gala day for
Democracy in this county. Guy. Buck-
ner, Capt. Ellis and Hon. Jas. A. Mc-
Kenzie have already signified Oben. in-
tentiou of addreasiog the people in this
city on that day. Every man in the
county who can should be here.
Jim McKenzie has been doing some
effectual work for the success of the
Democratic party in Indiana and Illi-
nois. As Sum Graves would say, 'the
only way to keep a man like McKenzie
from doing good work is to kUlhim."
The brakeman who was started book
to flag the train that did the teleseoplug
act at Mutt Run, Pa., stopped to talk to
some girls. His five minutes chat coast
sixty-five lives. Girls come high but
men will have 'em.
The occasion of the Ng rahang in this
city, under the auspices of the Cleve-
land and Thurman club, on the 20th,
is one which should call out every man
In the county interested in his country's.
welfare.
There are now three Democrats on the
imprems bench, and strange to say, the
wheels of government are still a moving
notwithstanding lialetead'a dire predic-
tions.
The faculty and students of Cornell
university are entitle/la/Ole for Cleve-
land. The young idea is taught to shoot
in the right direction at this Institution.
If the Democratic party is not defeated
in November it will not be the fault of
the Louisville Commercial which is
bending all of its energies to that end.
The Republicans are importing no-
gross into Indiana for the November
election. The party of great moral
ideas has lost none of its morality.
The Owensboro Inquirer is disposed
to crow over the success of its recent
mammoth edition, and In this ease it
has a right to crow.
•
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'TIE VOTE ON THE RAILROAD
PROPOSITION, I
1
sia tile Judge Decided :hat the People ;
May Vote November 10th.
'1'lle county court of clannsinet Mon-,
dee, in regular eession. Capt. Neale
ing in the city and desirous to preseet
the proposition known as the Cairo &
.Cumberiatid Gap scheme, lie was in-
vfted to aliirees the court which he did
le a pi tin suit concise manner. He alma
piointiel out the advantages of the road,
lei t only to the city of Hopitineville but
t every sectiori of the ttoinity. lie was
f !lowed by Esq. Thomas Green, Dr.
4-. F. Patton, Col. L A Sypert KIRI
o$hera in short speeches. This brought
t e subject fairly before the court and
sq. IV. E. Warfield proposed that a
Ininittee of nye be appointed to exam-
e into the proposition and aseertain a
umber of matters white), soiled down,
, whether the parties ins king the prop-
• Ilion are able to perform their under-
hiking. There was considerable oppo-
sition to thie motion on time ground that
It was intended to procrastinate /Intl de-
fier indefinitely the action of the court
ypon the question, but when assured by
t,q. Wattield that It was only intended
tro permit the court to teL intelligently
Ana that the committee would report at
Otia term, opposition was withdrawn.
i But E-q. 1Vartield's motion to appointi
elso named the members of the cotu-
MIttee. it wail urged by those favoring
ttie proposition that all the nit:tubers
0 mime with perlottos the exception of
Esq. Clark, who declined to act, were
tipposed to it and that it was the usage
Of the court for the chairman to name
all members of committees. Esq. War-
deist's motion was amended in accord-
iliice with emit usage and Judge Win-
dree appointed Estee MeGaughey, War-
deld, Myers, Davie awl Clark as the
tionunittee with Cutiety Attorney Psyne
06 legal advisor.
1 Wednesday mortoleg at 11 o'clock was
tile time set tor the report of the COni-
allure, and at that hour Esq Mc-
Gaughey presented a ninjority report
Signed by himself, Esq Devie arid Eeq.
Clark, as follows:
Your committee appt inted eto r
due proposition of the Lesko& Tennestree
is 11° River Railrued I:ouipatiy wttuid repotte
mend that the propostition of said compe-
1 SO qy be sitibinitted in order that time people
qt Chriatiati county may ail oppor-
Melly to vote upon it. We *mild
tiecommend Ova the vote be takoi







lei tih 554 10
reverses.
'I he above figures show vonclusively
that the Mills bill lowers the taxes on
the necessities of life. How do Republi-
can congressmen vote on this bill?
Against it, every opportunity they have.
How do Democratic congressinesi stand
on the question? For the Mills bill.
Weigh Oita calmly and detede which of
the two parties merits your vote
If you would give the telling masses
cheaper clothing and cheaper shelter-
cheaper becaureestoieued from the heavy
bondage of high tariff taxes-the above
tlgures indicate how vou should vote.
linit..laa. A. McKenxie thines that
Gen. Palmer will be elected governor of
lilinoia and that Cievelani will carry
the state in November. Mr. McKenzie
h2S h‘24 ri 11/•• in a in Illinois and the
enthiesiatun of the Dew oerats the sec-
tions he yleitesi may have had sow-thing
to do with forming this opinion. It is a
pleasant one to temeemplets, even if It is
a tittle far fetched.
The Louisville Times in speaking of
the Blaine rally at New Albany, says
that a Democrat who went over saw
hut one thing to alarm him and that
was a terrier dog etanding on a veranda
waving a Harrison and Morton deg.
And that. the Times might have added,
was an importation of the Carnegie
variety.
Bleine is not creating the 4'110101am
in the west that his managers contelent-
ly expected. lie reminds one very for-
cibly of an old, prayed-out racer, cavort-
ing before a crowd who cheer for what
he once was and pity for what lie now
is.
Terrible Forewarnings.
Cough in the moruing, hurried or
difficult breathing, raising phlegm,
tightness in the chest, quickened pulse,
chilliness In the evening or sweste at
night, all or any of these things are time
first stages conouniption. Acker's
E itglieh Cough Remedy will cure tlitere
fearful sympowns, ad is Fold under'
positive guarantee by. II. B. Garner.
Antioch Note%
Mimeo, Ky., Oct. Li -Mr. James
G, Yancey has moved to hie farm re-
cently purchased from 11r. John J.
Bowen. Mr. Bowen has given out go-
ing to Texite till the last of the month.
Mr. J. D. Stuart has rented the Ellis
farm and moved to it to live next year.
Messrs. .1. '1'. and E. P. 1V ilkina spent
last n 'terrier and Sunday in the neigh-
borhood of Fairview. 'they attended
the Cleveland and Thurman fig raising
there Saturday evening,
Miss Lue Wilkie& is !Tenting( tier.
week with tier sister, Mrs. C. T. Yen-
Mr. B. R. Yelicey and son Rob, were
I:, this neighborhotel last week on their
way home from your city to Ferguson-
Wilda Georgia Yancey has guile to your
city to spend several weeks visiting.
Slopes Sioux.
HOW'S THIS.
We offtr One hundred Dollars Reward
for &toy case of Catarrh that can not be
cured by hiking Hall's Citarrii Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO , Propo.,
Toledo, O.
We, the undereigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and be-
lieve him perfectly honorable in all bee-
ineits transactions, aiel ahle
to carry out any obligations made by
their firm,
West & Truax. Wholeeale Druggiots,
Toledo, (Hilo.
Waldiug. Kinnan & 31 tryin, Wholesale
Druggiete, Toledo, Ohio.
E. H. Van Hotsen, Cashier, Toledo
Natitniai Bank, Toledo, Oelo.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal-
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
mucus surface* of the system. Price,
73.i. per bottle. Seld by all Druggists.
Senator Gorman has gone to NOW
York to give his personal attention to
the canvass.
o
Very many of the healthiest people
keep themselves in such condition by the
occasional use of a reliable eaten-111c,
anti they give the preference to Laxador
as more fully serving their purpose than
any other similar 'remedy. Only 25
cents.
Sleepless night* and cheerless days
wilt be preventee if you use Dr. Bull's
Baby syrup to induce sleep anti compoe-
ure for the baby. Price 25 cents.
e
A man and two horses were instantly
killed near Birnoingliana by a falling
tree.
0 le small particle in tile eye pains
the whole body. Use Warner's Leg
Cabin Extract. It will cure many a
pain.
if411 II ft (''irk,
M. I). Devie,
J. W. McGaughey
Esq. Wartielii, of the same cCot4nlituililitt"etel,
ereteeted a minority report tigised by
I iineelt and Etri. Myers, as fullow't :
The niinority of the committee report
*at they believe the proposition should
r
laid tiptoe the table, and if thie is not
one and an election biome) Ite held, it
hou1.1 be held on Saturday, Decemberth, the second Saturday el the month,
dIty•oneday-s trout now.
W. E. Wet hell.
0. H. Myers.
•On the preseetation of the minority
*Tort, El. Wartield said, in substance,
glat the rallrokul cortrurclon known kg
she Cairo ttle Teimearree River railroad
goutioany hull 110 legal eitiotence1 that
She evidetsee of Capt.Neale,who Wakened
to be preeident, justified this statement ;
that the charter required subecrlption
trooks to be opened and orgenizttion
effected alter $25,000 had been sub-
$criltett anti peid er iieteired to be pail
Re said I;apt. Neale atateil that no
hooks had been opened, nor wouls1 they
Ise crooned. Ile also said there was
tiothing itt the agreetneet of McDonald,
Shell 4 Co. a id, Neale, w hipli protected
Citriatian county, arid added finally that
lie was, on priittiple, opposed to etabsi-
tikEsaq. basic, lti supporting the intjori-
ty report, revicoed the evidence upon
which the report was based, and said
that the charter gave the right to organ-
ize after $25,000 in stock had been sub-
Berthed, and douele this amount
had been subacrined end secured
to be paid by the COs111 of May deli!, arid
the tact of Neale bring presidetot showed
Hist an orgatilettion lied been t fleeted.
He said It %%LS shown that McDonald,
Sites & Co. weree worth at least $250,-
001) and LIDS was more than hey other
irsilroad contract company in time south
possessed. 'I that it matterel little
%healer the railroad company was a
legel organization or not, or whether
.31cDonald, Shea dt (.). had Just enough
Li, ituild the rote' or more titan enough,
thet Chrietien tiottitty would not be
called upon to pay a dollar or Issue a
'bond until the railroad was built brow
the Mississippi river to ilopkineville eX-
Cept the bridges over Teunerees and
'Cumberland rivers, and then we would
Only be bound to deliver $100,000 iti
bot-al4 and the remaining $100,000 only
when it was continued eastward to the
Todd county line. Ile said it was not
possible for us to lode by title propose
tion. It was a plain o..e, a railroad
complete from the Mississippi river,
through Hopkinovlite, to die Todd cou it-
y line, at a coat to the comity of $200,-
when the goods were delivered. Ile
was opposed to subsidies but was ill
sear of this railroad In order to be re-
toyed of a subsidy in the sum ofra$01r500a,d-
POO 3 eerie peioi tq the L & N.
In excess of a fair freight tariff.
Esq. Clark moved that the proposition
be submitted to the people and on thio
E-q. Wartield moved tne previous ques-
tt"11.re following are the names of the
magistrates voting in f tvor of the sub-
Orettlia lit of the propoeition :
, 'I'. C. Tinsley,
. S. B Younglove,
11. B. Clark,
- J. J. (tee,
C. '1'. Yancey,
i M. A. Frits,
1; J. 'I'. Johnoon,
i J. A. Boyd,
J. M Renshaw,
I Sam Doss,
j 1. O. Garrott,
' J. W. 'McGaughey,
; W. H. Everett,
• lhounte II. Msj or,1
i M. 1). Davie,
1 0. W. Winfree,
ITotal-elb.
The following voted agninst the sub-
int jjillk.. iiii:t..1 ci,:::iliiienr.;,
J. B. White
! D. J. Metea'lfo,
, Geo. II. Myers,
i B. D. Lackey,










This being a the, Judge W. P. Win-
1ree cast the decisling vote in favor of
submitting the proposition to a vote of
She people on Saturday, November 10th,
)1s88.
weep--
"When we two parted, I felt that I
bad taken cold," said Thornae Takein-,
time, "and next morning I was hoarse
indeed. But a 25 cent bottle of Dr.
'Bull', Cough Syrup fixed we up."
Contentioua women are slaves to head-
ische; but twenty-five cents spent for a
bottle of Salvation Od will restore liar-
;loony in the household.
Senator Turple, who coloured Gen
Harrison's seat in congress several
years ago, is now flying over Indiana
making desperate efforts to keep his
defeated rival out of the Vf /dee House.
Practical politics Is a stranger to wag-
inanimity.
Better Than Suicide.
Professor Arnold says: "An in-
curable dyspeptic is justified in commit,.
ting suicide." We will guarantee to sure
any dyspeptic within three months by
Acker'a English Dyspepsia Tablets.
H. B. Garner,
Cerulean Note*.
tekt•ec•ta term:tits, Ky Oct. 10, 'M.
Capt. C. T. A lien, of Princeton, Ky ,
made a very etrotig epeeen 011 the tariff
and the presidential election. The
Capt. tertalely hullos art of "putting
thrice." speech arouse is great
deal of enthusiasm esid will have the ef-
fect rof bringiog toet a god many cart -
less and lukewstri'ii voters.
'the Rev. Mr. Harrison, of East l'eu-
neuee, preecited Mr. Atwood'a funeral
at the old Baptist church here on Sun-
day, Ott. 7th. He hada crowd el church
11101 hie !termini was lorcible and tot itti-
mil ore,.
Jeffereon Diver, e after Peveral
utottecestettil efforts, was united in 111 41*-
Oslo to Aggie Lasoder, a dusky damsel
living near this place.
Mr. Clark, of the tirm of Price &
Clark, druggirote at Dawsen, who have
a branch house hi, re, proepecting
Igoe week for a pet-Insolent location here.
The colored public 'clime at this place
has opened f or the fall sessioe under the
management of Prof. Gardener.
Mr. Ben Grace the little man front
the Crofton neight oritootl, paid our
town a short visit last week.
There has been an addition to our
populiition lately. The new comer is a
little boy in the fatuity to( Prof Thom.
Weight ten and a half pounds.
l'rof. B. A. PPool took in di-' fair at
Princeton with some of les puplle last
Friday and Saturday.
Mr. Robert Creuseraw, of Cadiz, was
down last Falay on a professional visit.
We tintleretand from reliable authority
that Mr. 'liming,* Read, a former rest-
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Downier, Titter, col, 214 & 1 12
acres, No 2 & 4, '79 '63-'5-'6
Deartnon, Tnos,39 acres,No 3,'79
Dickerson, R N, 160 acres No 1
'79
Dunn. Sera)+, col, 1 lot, No 4,
'Ml-"2
Diehl, May 4, 1 lot, No 4, '81
Dunn, Bryant,00l,13 acret,No 3,
'el
Davis, Lucy, col, 3ea acres, No
I, eil-'2
Durrett, Horace, c )1, 2 owes, No
3, O11-'2
Dillard, Mollie, col, te acre, No
3, '81
Downey, Mejor T, col, 1 acre
No 2, e42
Dade, Win, col, 1 lot, No 4, '43
Dade, .1 AP. MI, ; lot, No 4, iti3
Daeiele, 4 ss R, 62 scres,No letil











Urchin-11 Grass  
1101 Top 
Blue Grua 
W hitt, ̀ seed Oats 
Black See,' Oyu
il•if AND VIED.
Bran, per bush 
Bolted Meal   .
Timothy Hay, per husidred .
Clover liar, per humireil .
311004/1 flay, *I `.
1143t'Ltite.
Chickens, live, per do;
Chickens, sireoresi, per lb ..





II30U • tit ILLS.
!Corrected forever,' MIMIC front the daily Wi-pers of the .1ay before.i
4.31tAIN A IIAV.
WItgAT-t. arrive . 1 06 to
!sew No., 1,11(berry   1
Cuitg-No. footsie sole to 45
Witite .e,   4/ toin ear ... Is0 eve-
New No.2 . 381 toHYs-No. 2, .
114r-olfaucy emote,   uls who
low gneiss . . 1 alto . 
 too
Straw, per moo   0010
ruovia1051.
RSCOW--Sitice ..... IN to HiteIt tweeters .. • ..... MX to
1.15--eittO0  V to Vi a
Shottidtirli   IS to
SCO•11-01:11.1D-U1110$ .  .11 to 13
bliouloors  9 toItep.. feat bases. 111.
1.4110--theilee Lima  11% toKegs alit Butiketri  l310
me Leant ...... 88, toSLOUlt--Choloe palliate 
Plain ----- ------------ -patents to 6 73
E to s (e
c . ....... • .. • .. tot St
Plaig )ikon(  SO toIt etre faintly  6 to 50
b uck w heat; .   6 16 to 6 SoCorn meal our hundred 11.0010 I to
C(ItTPIT14Y psouvcs.
arrria--Choiso roualry  44 to ix
1.0.s fowled 7 to IIDairy . 5110 15CumMilt-fancy Dream cheddar-. . 15lo to JOTwins  120..
uutig  111)1 to 14
Skim obeeee  7 to 11
4,4 dog  RI toT•LLOW -per lb .,. 4 toBssaw•x- pier lb . SO to(iINSZNIJ-Choice large .. 3 00 to 2 26POT -00 arrival,
New potatoes, per barrel . I 33 to 1 00
CIVIC sooce.
!Repartee S. snoteraes a Co., Live SleetCommie/ikon Meretnuits, Burbon Stock y4ritc;
Utd. Ir.-Cll./1,i -The market is
unnhatiged HI prises
1105o-Market shot and lower with best
ere and buteheiii ratio/ at from $3.40 to 26.70.
Proopoota are Gist all Will not be sold toolay.
initiale Si.) Lewes-Market quiet /tad sin-







1 40 to I 130
75c















C ATTLIC-Good to extra sitipetea 54 50 to 4 75Light shipping  .3 75 to 4 14titaol to extra oars  8051 tot 60Common anti rouge oxisn  2 00 to 2 30Bulls,  1 74 to 1 15Light stocker.  2 tO to 2 60Feeders ' 00 to 3 10Beet butchere ... ... .. 8 u0 to 3 SOMe/lium to good butchers  e so to 474Li/melon to Totsliurn hoteliers 110 to 171Thin. rough steer, pour 00w4I Invisoalawa. ........ . -..... . T5 to 140lio$ , v boitie packets and
butchers .  11 CA to 370
Fair to good butchers.  5 40 to 5 60
Light medium butchers  6 lu no 5 24Woitate   4 Ou to 5 00Sheep Cad Lambe, Fair CO good





flue the Commonwealth of
Kentucky and the Coun-
ty of Christian.
Be virtue of the authority vested in
!Ile by chapter 1,312 approved April 9,
18-e0, chapter 1,561 approved 3lay (;,
1100, and chapter 1,547 approved May
Peer of the. laws of the state of Ken-
tucky, the underoheoe I will on Monday,
the 5:11 day of No4nber, 1248a, at the
court house door in Hopkinsville, Ken-
tucky, beginning at the hour of 9 o'clock
a. in. and continuing from day to day
until all the land offeret1 is sold, sell at
public auction for cash in hand, 00
much of the several hereinafter de-
scribed Iota of land, as may be necessary
to discharge the taxes, interest and coma.
or other indebtedness§ which may be due
thereon, or due from the owner thereof,
as hereinafter set out; and where more
titan one tract belonging to the same
perton Is to be Fold the frame will be sold
in the order eilvertiseil, each tract, or as
much thereof as may be necessary will
first be offered for wholesitioutit due
from such owner at the time of its Sale,
aloe then in cue much IWOUllk is hot re-
alized to the highest bidder.
11. E. RAND01.1.11,
Auditor's agent, Christian county, Ky.
Alien, Jno J. Die No 3 '79
Armstrong, D N, 66 acres, 'Si
Anderson, Mettle C, 100 acres '82
Andereon, ENO acre te2,143,-84
Adcock, Manumit, 210 acres No3
's3
Anderson, Peteria heirs, 102
acres '81
Adcock, J M, 215 scree '84
Armstrong, Jno, 00 acres '84
Avant, Virginia, 80 acres '85
Bennett, Those 100 scree '78-9
Beasher, Daniel,agent for L Bea-
isher, 272 acres No 1 '78
Same for self, 100 acres, No 1,'84
Buckhatian, Henri, 70 acres, No
1 '78-'9-'82
Betinett,Cynthia,69 acres No 1e78
Bone, B B or R It Rowe, 10 acres
No 1, '79
Buckner, Tom,100 acres,No 3,'79
Bradley, Jno, (col) Si tcre, No 2
'79-'81-,82
Brown,Lucy D,35 acres,No 3,'79






Eire Thomas B, agent for May
Earl, 50 mires, No 1, ̀7t1
Edwards, Ruth and Sarah, 47
acres, No 3, '89
warde, Sarah J, 41) acres, No
3, '81
Fruit, Tilos, col, 1 acre, No 1,
'78 '9-'81-'2 '3
Fuller, Abagi1,109 acreatio 3:82
Fuller, rhos. tor wife, 109 acres,
No 3, 's3-'4
Finning, Henry N, 1A7 acres,No
3, '142-'3
Fugue, A for wife, 1 lot, 1.11-
fayette,141 belongs to Mrs Bell
Boyd
Foster & Cofer,ION acres'NoL'el
Vereuotto duo, col, acres, No 3,
'hi •3
Friend, Witt, 60 acres, No 3,
Foster, Win, 164 sores, No 3, 81
Fields, It IV, 16 acres No 2, 'Cl
Fowler, James R 7'3 acres, No
1, hel
Fowler, Daniel 11, 150 scree, No
1, '82
Fowler. Louis, 43 acres, No L'82
Gaines, Gabriel. col 1 acre, No '4
'7$
Gresham,J Reigent W N Graves
7e acre*, No 1
Grave' F P, agent for W N, 54
acres hi5-'6
thimble, Chas F, 60 fewer, No
3, '81
Gilitlanif, Bettie, 1 acre, No 3,'81
Gent, Cime 13, 45 acres, No 2"82
Greets, Lein, teel, for mother, 14
aere ,Gortionsville, '82
Gatesvood, Filmore, for Kited)
Searp, 1 lot, No 2, '82
Gray, Jae, COI, S acres, Crofton,
No3, te2
Gray. Saul, col, 11, acres, Nog
Gray, 'I' It, 1 acre, No 3 '82
tirsves, Jerry, coi, la acre, No 3,
'83
Garnett, H C 100 (Jere', No I, 'S.1
Galbreath, Alfred, P..; acres No
2, 'el
E (1, 100 acree,No L'84
Glover. .1 F, 140 scree, No I, '84
Goode, J D, 30 acre., No 1, '84
Hutchison, V. A, 101) serer, No 2,
'78
Noinie, 1 lot, Pembroke,
N 2, '78
Hutcherson, Jno, 19 acres, No 1,
'7e
lieuderson, Oran, 10 acre., No3,
'e3
ilowarti, C M, 500 acree,No 3,'79
ileiortaker, Jelin W, 6-1 acres, Ni
1.
Hueper, W L or Herper, 100
acres, No 1, '7')
liester,Edward,35 acres,No Wel
!teeter, Bob, 35 acres, No 1, '141
Hester, Lelia A,35 acres,No-i,'$2
Hester, Wm, col, 1 acre, No3,'83
Heater, Jim W, tor wife, 70 acres
No 1, near Lefayette, 1.44-'5 '6 36 32
Howell, D .vis, 5 acre., No 3,
is1-'2 '4 '5 tr2
Hord, S L, 50 aeres, No 3, '$li-2 19 50
ilord, Ben F, 30 acres, No 3,
Hall, Mary A, col, efi acres, No
3. 'el
col,le scree, No 1, he3
Hamby, Philip, 100 acres, No 3,
Hamby, Harvie 31, 48 scree, No
3, '82 '3
Hamby, W B, 30 acres, No 1,
ie3-'4
Hawkins, Jes F, 72 acres, No 3
'el
Hawkins, Jim, col, te lot, No 2,
Waterton, Robert,cool, 1 acre, No•• ••••
01
Hicks, Sareli,85 acres, N o 3,'81-'2
Hicks, Theo, 1110 acres, No 3, '83
Hogan, Sushi:it) ftereatio I, 'el
Hatzeiton. Steven, 1 lot,No 4, '12
ilooeer, Wash, for Jos, Taudy,
new belonging to daughter of
Henry Berry, No 4, lot. '82
Hendrix, M .1, 50 acres, No 1, 'is3
!looney, Mrs Jennie, 130 acres,
No 3, 1883
Hord, Josiah 8, 100 acres, No 3,
'83
Hord, Henry, 1 lot, No 4, '84
Howell, Chaa, col, 1,6 acre, No 3,
'M4-'6
Hopson, L N, 75 acres, No 3, '82
Hutchinson, Richard, 100 acres,
No 1,
Junes, Della, 40 acres, No :1, 52
Same, Delia'e heirs, 40 acres,
No3, hel
Johnson, Bryant, col, 130 acres
960 No 3 '82
Johnson, Mahaley, col, 1 lot No
900 4'$
12 15 Johnson, Isaac, 50 acres No 3 'el
3 SI Johnson, Wm M, le acre No4 '8-1
38 Ul Johnson, blether, 127 arres near
N Johneon No 3 '85
9 53 Jenkins, Jut) H for E H Jenkins
4 58 join9e,a,prbeesbN,o0031:812-130t Hopkins-
vihie 04
SNiolas4,13l, 1 acre No 1 '84
23 28 Jenkins, Mary A, 200 acres No 32 94 •84
Jenkins, Ben, for (Sherbert' heirs630 150 scree No 3 '83
Kennedy, W E, 17 acres No 3 '78
23 tle Knight, Oren, for wife 14 acres
391 No 1 '81
Keys, AmAnda, col, 1 lot No 4
5 01 'el 2.34 21 51
6 71
Keys, Het-Herm, 1 lot N., 4 'el
3 let K Amain se D. tor wife 115
3 33 so ,I 215 -.cleft No 1 '81-2-3 4
K leered, Jee, Sr, 23 acres No 4
24 31 '823
Kenner, Fount, col, 3 acres No 3
28 95 '$1-2 3
Keildrick, .1 C. '70 acres No- '83


























































1,e3w 71sli, 511 I', (in: wife e0 acres No
IintiNotoN40194
'53 4
Lutz, Geo le, 28 acres No 1 '81
Lilly, W 1', 53 acres No 4 '81
Lone, Wm, 40 acres No 3 '81
(ewe, Joe, tor wile 1 lot No 4
'82 3
c 23 Lung, Chas .1, 125 acres No 3 '82
Lenox, F et! , col, lor wile 5 scree
181 23) LoNnug,1:e3util ,1 acres No 1 itt3
Long, Melinda E, 40 at•res No 3
176 '$12
Long, Rachel, 90 acres No 3 '83
Lea is, Saiiiii, cm, I lot No 2 'el
7 Id lovier, lierrison. 1 acre No I '$1
7 25 Laetrile Junes, Wetmore No 1 '84
5 34 Massie, Geo, col, 1 acre No 2 '78
Murray, Fred, 140 acres No 1 '78
5 91 Milton, Merldith, Jr, 70acres No
1 65 319
McGar, Francis, 50 acres No 3
‘3.1tilt"aSn2, Antholiy, col, 1 lot No 4
11 52
1s) 4°56 Mc'81(14, Martha, 1 acre No 3 '8
1(1 toisi5 Diana, col, N acre No
Major, Gordon, col, 1 lot No-'81
5 40 acres No3 (see NV to Ferrell)
Ma,srlt-i2n,3R4D, for wire's; heirs 186
10 09 Martin, Anthony. 4 acres No2 'e3
4 99 Martin, .John F, 77 acres No 2 '83
u9 Mite:hell, James, 50 acres No 3 '81
6 61 McKinsle, Jim or McKinsey, 101.1
No 9 '81
4 41 Mermen, Henry D, 50 acres No 1
2 40 '81-3
3 to Milieu, Time IV, 96 acres No3 '82
h 06 bicttrae, Wm, ool, 1 acre No2 '83
h Meacham, Henry, s acres No
Merritt, W H, col, to mere No 1 '83
3 98 Means, Albert, ool, for wife Slot
6 50 MeNaons4,'H"anna, col, I acre No4 '84
6 52 Moore, II le 34 acres No 3 '83
11 Go Million, Louis, col, acres No
I'84
9 73 Morris, W R, 50 acres No 3 '81
9 12 Mann, Isaac, 30 acres, No 1 '83-4
it le Marques, B, inrJolin Armstrong
4 37 M 13.;1 1.e):iy rile: dNso, Green,I'8i    I acre No
8547 Msnermi, 1 acre No
C 109 eat3ii8i9ion3ey5,6Dave, cob, 2 acres No
16 82 efel-C'8a3tighn, James, col, I lot No
4 'S2
g 52 McIntosh, Manly T, for wife 300
acres No 1 '83 4
10 97 McIntosh, Daniel, 60 acres No 1
'83
2 33 MeGaughey, Henry, col, 1 acre
No 3 '83




Nutlet, Tilos, 1 lot No 4 '81
Overby, R N, 100 acres No 2 '79
s 3ti Oldham, Henry, 2 acres No
3 gg Ovl.etrob.syl, lirandison, 1 acre No3'79
S O'Donuelly, T, 142 sores No-
725 111
Oglesby, C D, 25 acres No 3'83
Payne, Anne, 4 acres No 3 '111
Payne, Wm H. 49 acres No 2 '81
144:7wve8111, Jiro IV, 40 acres No 4
Powell, Win. 118 and 170 awes
No 2 and 3 '82
Phelps, Sue, 1 lot No 4 '81
Phelps W 11,30 scree No I '81
13t,le1,-1D3avle M, 108 acres No 3
l'arsono, George. col, 2 acres No
2 'el
Parker, .1 no C, 200 scree No 3 '81
Parrio Fletcher, 10312 acres No
'si
Theofilus. 50 and lfo5
'ewes No 1 '84-5 near Scrum
Mill
Pollard, Lee, col, 1 acre No 3 '83
Poindexter, Carter, col, 4 acre*
No- '83
Petrel., Henry, col. 2 lots Pem-
broke No 2 '83 5
4 4S Patterson, Precills, ISO acres No
3 '83
5 32 Page, Joshua, 120 acres No 3 '81
Pryor, IV J. 85 acres No 3 '82
4 99 Perking, James, 83 acres No 3 '52
Pewits., Hartle on, 100 acres No
1'84
4siarlee, G NI, agent for M J



















5t3 belonging now to Joe P Size-
Sumoutrero, Ed, 113 acres No 1 '78
7 30 Smith, M W, and P C Thonsits
II 21 200 acres near Ben Carter No
2 '79
5 41 Smith, .1 V. 40 acres No 3 '$2
$ 77 Smith. Chas, col, 1 lot No 3'81-
'2 3-4 5 6
9 70 Smith, Jacob and Harrison, col,
ti 29 1 Ito No- '81
12 11 Smith Elmira, 100 acres No 3
8 64 '81-i
Smith, Geo, col, 14 acre No 3 '53-
4-5
8 .11• Smith, M M, 1 lot Pembroke No
4 55 Sn211;8112,-'3114#a5def us, heirs 245 scree
No 3 (see David Smith) is3
3 1,0 Smith, B, 5 acres No 3 'el
Safreeen, Phelps, 1 lot No .4 '79
46 est; Stites, J no, col, le acre No-'8l 2
Stites, Henry J., for Barker's
helot 50 and 75 acres for 's1-3
a eg Sharp, Wm, le acre No '2 Gor-
doilevi 'Si
6 92 Snarver, Mary, 290 acres No3 '81
Stems-11m, -lames M, 100 acres NoII  48:31
3 24 .:13acnee If, for It L Ste-
vens 50 acres No 1 'e24 20
Sharber, W re, col, 1 acre No 3 er3
Randle, C IV, agent for E Boyd
150 acres No 1 '78
Reynolds, J A, 90 scree No 1
near Stiates Mill '79
Beret., Mrs A (11,154 acres No 1
Flat lick '79
Rowe, R R. 10 acres No 3 '79
Kett [luck, col, 1 lot No 4 'el
Ratclitt Spencer, oul, 1 acre No
3 '$3
Robinson, Smell H, col, 50 am
No 3 '81-3
Robi neon, Jno 11, col, 36 acres '$2
Rateliff, --editor of A R Gibson
30 acres No $ '$3
Raw IMF, James, col, 1 acre No 2
RAW 1117., Ned Sr, col, 1 acre No
2 hill-3 4
Rucker, L B, 32 acres 'Cl
Richardson, Ww, col, I acre No
1 '82-4
Reed, Anderson J. e5 acres No 3
'81
Richardson, Neil Y, 25 scree NO
3 '82
Roberts. Robert E, 43 acres No 3
's2 3-5
Rome Turner, 1 lot No .4 '83
Radtord,Sant'l 0,97 acres No 19s3
Trotter, Epham. helot, 43 acres
No 1 '78 (see 0 S Parker)
'feeder, Thouiaa .1, 12U acres No
3 '79 (see IV It Mason)
Thomas, Ellen, col, 111 acres No
3 'el
Torian, Mrs V R, 100 acres No
3 'MI
Tucker, Joshua, 110 acres No 3
'el-2-3-4
Tucker, Elizabeth, 30 acres 'el
Troxell, E .1, 30 acres No 1 'el
Trotter, .1no E. SO acres No 1 '81
Turner, .1 'I', and Trice, 10 acres
No '82
'turner, J 1 lot Lafayette No
1 '84 5-6
Ta•lor H V. or Tandy, for .1 IV
Moeller 57 acres No 3 's2
Thaeker, James .1, 1 lot No 4 '82
Tandy, Dave, col, 4 acres No 2,82
Tan, Jew L, 20 acres No 1 '83
Trice, Volany T, 3.e acres No 3 '83
Tat Ito, Martha amid son, col, 2
lots No 4 '83 4
Tuck, Robert, 1 acre No 1 '84
Tuck, H IV, for wife 1 lot Lafay-
ette No I 'S-1
Teague, Wm, 80 acres No 1 '84
Wood, Benjamin, col, eX acre No
3'81-2 •
Wood, Ben and 13 R, 1 acre No 3
'83
Wood, ,Jno H, and 4 acres No 3
Petersburg tree It S Woosit'si
Weolerldge, Albert, col, ,te acre
No 2 '82
Wooldridge, Louie 1 acre No 2
(sold to Step Moore) '81
Wolfe, P It', 100 acres So 4 '81
Williams, Martha, 1 lot liopitiuse
vine No 4 'e1-2-4-5
West, .1 rimers NI, 190 acres No 3 'el
West, Joe 11, 25 acres Nod 'el
West, Richard 11,75 acres No .3 '82
West, .luo E, 100 acres No 3 es2-
3 5 near G N Jolitisoiee
Iriete, Sam, for wife $33 acres No
1 'et
White, James A,100 acres No l '82
White, Jno R, 154 acres No 1 '81
White, W .1, 30 acres No 1 '84
Witty, Richard H, 59 acres No 3
'52-3
Witty, Sam A, 160 acres No 3 'At
Wright, .1 (slope 20 acres No3 'Si
Wright, Jno et, 33 acres No 3 '$1
Western, Wm, ool, 1 acre No11133
W atson, Robert, 52 acres No 3'81
Walker, W in M, 175 acres No 3 '$2
Wilson, Geo A, 20 acres No-











































































































Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer





Clothing, Cloaks, Boots and Shoes,
r$m GOODS,Ztc.,
For $7,000.00
To be convinced of the fact that we mean
business, look at our suits and overcoats of




For prices $10.00, $12.00, $15.00 and $20.00.
lOt FOR $15O

























































Yoke, Isabella, col, 14 acre No
39(3 540




Don't wait or you will regret it.





























T HE NEW ERA.
—PCIELIERED IT—
%haw Prisbng awl A414 Ce.
V 41 ram twet.sa, Press
el A TRAM.
X seared at Me Postoflice is Hopkiasvilleits
*e coin! class matter .




The date with your
name printed on the
margin or wrapper of
your paper shows when
your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ed, your paper will be
stopped on the lst day
of the month succeed-
ing that date.
4cime astb gFortstg.
Ben Boyd, of Howell, spent Wedusday in
Mrs. C. H. Dietrch la spending the week at
Dowries.
Lee Watkins, of Moingunwiry, was in the city
Friday
Chas. O'Neal, of Longview. was in the city
Tuesday
Rev. geadatt, a Casty, ia the city
Saturday.'
Mania Ilder, of Clarksetllt, spent Sunday
sin the city,
Mrs. Mary Haised editing her daiighter
-tear Niewsa ad.
Tees teirals sad lady, of Howell, were Is the
e ley Wedrisday.
Mr, Horaoo Hooksett, of Longview, spent
Tuesday the city .
Mr. W I. Short, of St. Louts, was in the city
oa busasees lbw wee*.
J•111,- llowbud. el Clarksville, was i
n the euty
several days this week.
Mr and Sm. Hanle, of Pee Dee, were shop-
) lag in the city Saturday.
Miss Mattie Lackner, of South Chriatian,
vtaithig relatives In tbe city.
J. W. Hester has lama soliciting insurance
an meta Chrtstitis Me past weft.
Tow Metcalfe and Dave Carneler retnreed
Saturday from the Madason•ille fair.
AM B. Slyer left Monday evening for a
week's •ista. to relatives la 14 ban' iile
Misses Smile •nd Lisle Stites returned
Winturatey night from • wait to Loulaville.
aitse Carrie Kt lebrerw, of Wert Werth. Texas,
Is the guest et her sister, Mrs. H. 11.•Gariar.
Mr !Snit lairleigb, of the Louisville bar,
wooed los uncle, Dr. it M. Fairteigh laa week.
Mr. W . H011041.,, of Clarksvide, was *baking
banda with his old Hopkinsvi le friends Toes-
day
Mole Flora Trice. Marled fres Bowling
Greea Saturday night, where .he has been
• midis&
Miss ary Wiihrow, of Loniaburg, Weet V Ir-
/10-1184 tbe guest of her retool, Mimi Mary
XePhersou. •
X X. Price, a member of tbe firm of Collins
A Prise, painter., left Tuesday for Texas on a
prosper Wag tour.
session of the Walla Lodge Of Masons.
Mies Lacy Prioce. of Gallons, Tenn., is the
truest of her aunt, Mrs. H. B. Garner. Miss
nine. bag visited Hopkinsville ieveral Mace
beta:" and is very popular ie society circler
Imre.
Mas !nook Carlow-, et the Church Hill neigh-
babied, seceeipseied by her friend, kiss Dew-
oott, of koartsg Springs, were in the city Tues-
day.
Dr. Fairleigh Dyieg.
At the hour ot going to press Dr.
Feirleiels was reported lu a dyir g con-
dittos, isle friends and family having
eeeseil to hope. Its has been siukicg
steadily for the past several days and it
was evident to the physician, who have
been constantly in attendance that the
end was pear at haud.
Laren —Dr. Fairleigh Lied at eletut
3 o'clot k yesterday eve.
Wagoner—Marshall.
At the residence of the Rev. Jos. T.
Kelly, primer of the Fourth Presbyterian
church, Wegatogton, D. C., on tbe lath
inst., at 7 p.#., Mr. E. Wagoner and
Misr Lena ifarshall were married. Mrs.
Wagouer was formerly a resident of
, this plot.* and hes many friends here
who will be glad to hear of her happi-
Deal.
That" Ramie of Cegabinations.
Tree delicacy ef Savor with true effi-
cacy *tuition has been Obtained in the
(amens Alatidernia Squid fruit resnedj,
Syrtip of Figs. Its plessant taste and
beneficial effecta have rendered it im-




Robert Kingling to Sarah Edwards.
Jim Wilke to Mary Trioe.
°Han Jerup to Ladled& Rodgers.
WEITZ.
It. R. @barber to Annie McGarr.
F. C. Clardy to Lizzie Moore.
G. B. Underwood to Aden* Ducker.
Geo. W. Hendrick to Louise l'arker.
Tile Verdict Unanimous.
W. D. Stilt, Druggist, Blppus, Ind.,
temilles: "I can recommend Electric
Bitters as the very beet remedy. Every
bottle sold Ina given relief in every cue.
me lean took six bottles, and was cur-
ed of Rheumatism of 10 years' stand-
ing." Abraham Hare, druggist, Ren-
ville, Ohio, affirms: "The best selling
methane I have ever handled in my 20
years' emperienee, la Electric Bitters."
Thormands of others have added their
teatimooy, so that the verdict is unani-
moue that Electric Bitters do cure all
diseases of Utilizer, Kidneys or Blood.
Only a halt &liar a bottle at Harry 3.
Garner's City Pharmacy.
Maikair and McKenzie.
'rite Park City Times, referring to tie
addresses made by Gov. Buckner and
Jas. A. McKenzie In Bowling Green
Monday night, says: "The announce-
ment that Governor Buckner and Hon.
Jas. A. McKenzie would speak at the
court-lieuse last night in the circuit
court room filled the house until there
wu not standing room. The gray-
haired governor lead off with a speech
brimful of common sense and sound
logic whieh was well received by the
large crowd present. He showed him-
self thoroughly posted on current poli-
tic% and fired with enthusiasm for 
the
Democratic cause. The audienim did
not expect a flowery oration replete
with metaphor and rhetorical flourish-
es but just what they heard, a plain,
strsightforward, earnest, effective
speech. 'rhe governor was greeted as
be programed with his speech with
hearty applause awl his worde made a
very decided Impression upon hie hear-
ers and will result In much good. Af-
ter he had concluded that peerless orator
Jas. A. McKenzie took the stand, and
delivered one of the best speetsches to
which the people of this city have ever
had the opportunity of listening. He
made a etrong, clear and simple pr&-
entation of the principles of Democracy
and *as applauded to theeoho. IIe ful-
ly anaudaed Ida reputation of bent one
of the meet road arid elogeent of all
Esentimity's allied and elosezent sons
pd his speech WM mast enthuslastical-
IT reelfrt"------sr - -1-
11arakeat Azalea lid/we.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Moen, Salt Rheum,
Fever Rom, Teeter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup-
Vettrit gorttetneee. Go to A. G. Bush for boots and shoee!
and save money.
Don't forget the grand concert. at 'GRAND RALLY.
Shiloh to-night. WHERE THE FIGHT WILL RAGE
Te..userr•a (genuine,- tke
Muter A. D. Bodes has taken sa pr41- 
HOTTEST.
toad and Thurman club will have
Lion in the clerk's te.
Go to P. W. Briteher for cher p gru- 'adieus, Connecticut, Nen Jerseys
easy. G•v. mueasier, Capt. 14' T.
kills, Hen. Jas. A. lackesinie and
ether distinguished speakers ill
present. litverybedy cisme eut.
THE SITUATION.
a rally and flag raising in title
Hon. R. D. Varite arid Miss Aunie
Beatty will be united in marriage at the
First Preebyterian church at ileirdereotz
on Wesieeetiey, Oct. 31st.
Hon. John W. Jolly has formally at -
cepted the nomination tor congrese out
the Republican ticket, that is, he offers
himself again for the sacrifice. racy and is reedy for Nov, tuber
The merchants are kicking vigorously J. H. Anderson tt. Co., the only on
e-
against the gas convene. They say price (marked lit plain figures) 
cub'
that the gas furniehed is of such all clothiog and furnie
hleg house in 114-
ferior quality that one light has not the kineville, undersell all competit
ors.
illuminating power ot'an ordinary lamp. Try them.
Your kicking, gentlemen, does not dis-
turb the blissful dreams of the ilopkinto
sidle gae company.
There will be a dence on Saturday
night, Oct. 20th, at the residence of Mr.
R. P. Hamby on the Princeton road,
nine miles from the city. The affair is
looked forward to with much interest
by the young people of that neighbor-
hood.
Aunt Milly Wallace, a colored WOIllati
who was 103 years old, died near this
city yesterday. She nursed the late
Albert Wallace in his infancy and tie
brought her here from Virginia and
emancipated her many years ago.
M. Franeel'a Sons have reduced their
stock greatly by the inducernenta welch
they have been offering, We are not ad-
vised as to the future inteotiona of these
gentlemen but we echo the eentiment
the entire community when hoping
that they will find it to their Interest to
remain in Hopkineville.
Col. A. M. SW upe has canceled li ie
en gagemen t this city owing to press-
ing duties in his own district. Our Re-
publican brethren have therefore poet-
potted their pow-wow until Monday,
Ocr. Vnd, when they will have a pro-
tection sermon and a pole raising.
McEireee Wine ne Cnrdui is for male
by the following merchants in Christian
County.
H. B. Garner, liopkInsvIlle, Ky.




Clifton Coal Co, Mannington, Ky.
W. H. Nolen, hotebreige, Ky.
W. H. Mertir, Crofton. K v.
14. B. Miller. Pembroke, Kv.
4 I 4 4
The Evansville Tribune says Hon.
James Alt. McKer•le, of Kentie k•. who
has been suakieg a canvas of Illinois,
passed through the city Saturday night.
He says the Democrats in tbe Sucker
state are In high spirit+ and not only
expect to elect Palmer, bnt •re count-
ing on giving Clevelatiti and Thurman
the electoral vote.
The totemic() 'factory of Rags-isle et
Rice began operations this week. The
gentlemen already have orders for as
much as they can supply with the pres-
ent facilities. The smoking and chew-
ing tobactm which comes from this es-
tablishment is made from the purest leaf
to be found in Chrietian anti surround-
ing counties, anti its merit will soon
force recognition on the market.
The South Kentucky Telephone coin-
pany has perfected arrangements with
the East Tenneseee Telephone com pan y
for a connection of the two lines, which
connection has been made and we are
now in direct communication with
Clarksville, Nash•ille, Gallatin. Bowl-
ing Green an 1 other point,
Thls will prove a mutual advantage and
a great convenience to the public.
The idea that people have to go to
the large cities to buy cheap goods le a
mistaken one. This is especially true
of Hopkineville and more especially
true of the line of goods handled by
Thompson & Meador. The list of pri-
ces they quote In timir advertisement In
this paper will compare favorably with
any city prices. By the way it will be
a good idea to keep an eye on their ad-
vertisement.
Eugene Word, a little sun of David
Word, engineer for Forbes et Bro., met
with a very painful accident Monday
evening. He imprudently swung on a
freight car as it was in motion and was
dragged a considerable distance before
be was able to extricate himself. His
right arm waa fractured and twisted in
a terrible manner and amputation may
yet be necesaary. Ile is suffering great
pain from the injury.
Everybody is invited to attend the
raising of the Cleveland and Thurman
tieg, which will take place in this city
Saturday, October 20th. Democrats
and Republicans can on that day bear
the doctrine of tariff reform ably and
fairly expounded by Govereor Buckner,
Hon. Joan Young Brown. Capt. W. T.
Ellis and Hon. James A. McKenzie.
We will probably have ether dis-
tinguished speakers, but do not feel au-
thorized to announce them until they
have signified their intention to be
here.
'rhe stable of fine horses, the property
of the late Moe Dille, which have been
located at the driving park, under the
management of Mr. P. H. McNally, tbe
past BUM .ner,were shipped from here on
Monday, their destination being Cyn-
thiana, where they will be wintered at
Abdaliali park, in care of W. H. Wilson,
the most noted of Kentucky's noted
horsemen. A splendid new palace stock
car was sent here for the horses, fifteen
in number, and Mr. Green, of Lexing-
ton. had them in charge. The superb
stallion, Retort, is at the head of this
stud, and there is not in all tite country
horses that are more finely bred than
these. Anyone desiring Information in
regard to them can addreae M r.
at Cyntidana.
The Owensboro fair Was a great suc-
cess, financially and otherwise. The
attendance despite the bad weather of
Thursday and Friday was Ivied, some
6,000 or 7,000 people being on the ground.
l'he crowd Saturday waa simply enor-
moue, upwards of 13,000 being present.
The racing, of course, was nothing
extra, the small purses Wittig to attract
good horses. The governor's receptioni
was attended by over 500 ladle', arid
gentlemen, who after meeting and chat-
ting with the distinguished offieial and
hie charming lady, sought the ball room
and there whiled away the remainder of
the evening. The hospitality of the
good people of the,city wae displayed in
a manner to everlastingly fix the
memory of the occasion In the minds of
the visitors.
Mr. J . J. Graves, a leading planter re-
siding In the St. Elmo neighborhood,
had a fine mule stolen from his stable
Sunday night. M r. Graves at once sus-
pichmed a worthless character named
Forney Littleton, who had beau hang-
ing around the premise* for several
days, and apprehending that the thief
would make for the Tennessee line with
the stales property, notified the author-
ities In Montgomery and Houston coun-
ties to be on the watch for such a person.
Thursday he received intelligence from
an officer at Erin that Littleton had been
arrested and iailed at that place and the
stolen property recovered. Mr. Graves
hastened to Erin and found matters as
the officer had reported. Ile took pos.
freselon of the male and returned home.
Littleton will probably be brought to
this city to-day to answer the charge of
done, and positively cures Piles, or no grand larceny which will be preferred
pay required. It is guaranteed to give against him. /le is a large man of dark
pertect satisfaction, or money refunded. complexion and claims to be a native of
Pries el seam per box. Fur sale by I Arkansas. He says that he is half titter-
s. a. °stair. okee "Injun."
%sr'
Hanes chapel, a school house near Kel-
ly,was burned to the ground Seturdey
night. It is not known BOW the fire
originated. It will doubtless be rebuilt
at an early day.
Jno. W. Cooper returned lest week
from Louisvile where he has been kir
some time under treatment for his ie.
juries. We are glad to learn that lie is
considerat ly better.
Patsy Poindexter, an aged colored
woman, liv g in the eastern tuburbe of
the clty died suddenly of heart disease
Tuesday eight while walking with a
companion.
Attention is callid to the advertiale-
meet of C. I). Bell as admieletrator of
the eetate of the late Eli Bell. Ile will
sell some valuable stock to the highest
bidder on the date named.
The Metcalle Manufacturing Co., 6r
this city, ta k first premium at the
Oweesboro and ilentiereon, Ky., fairs
on their Anti Ratchet Tobacco Prize
over all competitors
NATION•L WHEAT FICRTILIZER
Tandy is receive g tiaily Shipments of
wheat fertilizer, and will keep a hill
supply on hand. Office Glass cornek,
with J . II. Andereon et Co.
Clerksville Chronicle: A barn coil-
coining some eight or ten thoilearid
pounds of tobacco beloliging to the
resery beys in the Twentieth districit;
wise bruited a few nights since. 1
The county court elected the follo*-
ing °Meer& on Wedneeday i James, Ff.
Boyd, manager of the poorhouse; Dr.
W. K. Niebet, county pliyaician, add
John W. Peelle, receiver of poorlionek.
Lee Samuels has resigned hie position
with Rodenbeutri tO accept a eimilar (Nee
with a Knexville house. Lre is a young
Wall of tine bueineas mollify &lel * il
succeed in any field. He leavt e naldy
friends in Hopkineville.
Clan ksville has a jeurtialietic boot .
in a Photo time elie will have a peir f
dailies, a couple of weeklies Red tvoteet -
i-weeklies. Brethren eou have a flee
field for miorrionary work. Nley yitt
dwell together in 'lemon.) j
A pumpkin which tnetietioni five fekt
one end a half inches in eircuniteren
weighed siiety-siz pourele, anti whi
Was grown near Church Hill by Men
E. Adcock, was presented to Mr. 0
C. Long on Monday.
E I. McCarty, a brakeman on t..e lot I
freight, had hie hand severely crueh d
ciWedneaday morning at Nortonvi e
whiie attenipting to couple a car. T e
wound Was deeesed and the young mit, ,
it is hoped, will not lose the use of Ids
hand.
Mr. Headly Lloyd has eevered his co -
nection with the Clarksville Chroele e
and will take a position on the staff hf
Loving Gaines' new daily. Mr. Boed
wields a strong anti graceful pen arid
the Progress undor his oditosisi ahango
will be one of the brightest journale n
the state. .
The lovers of good racing will be
pleased to learn that on Theraday, 0O-
tober 25th, at the West Side drivieg
park, in Nashville, there will be • match
race trotted between Petron, with a
record of 2:144 and Prince Wilkes,
record I:141*.
Capt. J. W. Morton says in his
Journal, the Termeseee farmer : 'the
Hopkineville Fair wse a suocess, learnt*
two rainy days. The laat day (Setisr-
day „ brought out a very large et-
tendance. The show ringa were gned
and races fine anti satisfactory to t e
boys who tipped on the Melt b
We hope to give a report of the fair aOd
races next week. j
The members of the Chautauqua Or-
de, of this city, desire to egprese their
gratification at the success of Dr. Hee-
eon's lecture. As "nothing succeeds
like success," they are beginning to feel
confident that their lecture course will
be duly appreciated anti patronized by
all the intelligent Red cultivated peotte
of our city. They have eecured the
Hon. Samuel Phelps Lelatel'a servioes
fer their next month's lecture.
A rabid dog on the streets of Bowling
Green created a panic Thursday. The
animal succeeded In biting several oth-
er dogs which were immediately killed
or confined by their owner.. The Dem-
ocrat says: He chased several women,
and succeeded in biting Mr. Hee Funk,
an engineer on the L. a N. railroad.
The bite is only a slight wound, not
enough to draw blood, yet his friends
are alarmed for fear that it nifty have
been deep enough to impart the poie0n.
M. V. Ingram, the pioneer of Ciar o-
vine jeer:innate, having severed de
connection with the Toiler, of Nashvi e,
will in a few weeks begin the publiea-
[Ion of an agricultural journal at Clarke-
vide. The paper, says the Tobacco Leaf,
will pay no attention to local or party
matters, but will undertake to organize
the farmers on the theory of planting
no tobac, o next year ae a means of re-
lieving the market .4 the large sta k on
hand and to cell the present crop at re-
munerative prices.
Warner's Log Cabin Remedies—old-
fashioned, simple compounds, used in
the days of our hardy forefathers, are
"old timers" but "old reliable," They
comprise a "Sersaparilla," "Hope and
Buchu Remedy," "Cough anti Con-
sumption Remedy," "Hair Tonic,"
"Extract" for External and Internal
Use, "Plasters," "Rate ,Cream," for
Catarrh, slid "Liver l'illo." Tiwyoare
put up by II. II. Warner et Co., pro-
prietors of Warner's Safe Remedies, anti
promise to tepid the standard value of
thosie great preparations. All druggists
keep them. •
Now the time is drawing nearer
When the bird-law will expire.
When the shot-gun of the hunter
Will be ringing through the forest;
Ringing over field and forest,
O'er fallow field awl forest.
Now the hunter cleans his gun out,
Gleans it out and rubs it brightly;
Rubs it out with Mei and paper,
Rube it out with rags and oil,.
And he loads his paper shells now,
Loads them Op WIG, shot and powder,
Loads his shells with shot and powder.
Now he leo!. bis dog on corn-bread,
Feels his setter dog on corn bread;
And his pointer dog on corn-bread,
itnil big chunka of crust and corn-bread;
Says 'twill make his 006 much keener,
Make his nicitrils sharper, keener
By reducing thus the aurplus
He ,au better scent the partridge,
Bettor scent tbe toothsome partridge;
Smell the very Ftla Ding partridge
Wilton inhabits all the corn-field.
And the interminable Weds."
From the Golden City.
II. A. Mark wit k, Golden City, Mo.,
writes: "1 have tried your C. C. C.
"Certain Chill oure" anti find 111 true
to the name "Certair" as it cured me
or chills end fever alter ail remedies
failed." Warranted harmless awl no
pleasant to the taste that any child will
take it. Sold by Harry B. Garner.
caries. Reesitaw Clare's old eta id. California and New lork.•
Gov. Bucked. anti Jas. A. Sle Kenzie A review of the political situation in
apt ke at Bowling Green Moutlay eight. the doer states la given below, which
The library arid sietreonal effects of the 611Wog prove ititerretieg mailing to our
late H. W. Henry were sold to the hitch-
eel bidder Fridat . 
politienti friends.
iNDIAN•.
The Nt ale railroad prepoeition Li I POLIS, Oet. 1 , SIFIS —"You
amentleo atni eigeed by the contractors can tiot jedge of Indian% politica ert coni-
appears else+. he le. pared a ith teeny other tooted," said
Ileitelerson prebably the beet organ- 
I Ileums U. B3 rues, Democratic camild-
izeel county in the state for the Drina.- 
ate for State Trea-tirer, to a New York
Herald coireepondent. "A Intoat every
voter in the state is known and a large
part of oar campaign work eotteists of
entertainitig anti holding together both
the crane' Bed uncertein eh-Indite. This
calls for scientific rether than ordinary
political ability in managemeet, iteeesel-
tether all atuount of detail work at head-
quarters that is perfectly appalling."
The correspondent Was waiting to see
Chairman Jewett at the democratic
exeoutive quarters in the old State House
when these observations were made.
"1 he fact of the matter is," said Mr.
Jewett, "that the closeness of our state
organizetione compels incessato work
anti watchfulitese. Our opponents are
hustling day and night, and we have to
hustle to meet them. Each side is nat-
urally payieg a good deal of attention to
the wavering vote. We present all issue.
We appeal to principle. l'he fisted
policy of the natioual admittiotratiou,
the proposed reduction of taxation, the
the excellence of democretic governnient
during four years are themes that chal-
lenge attention and ought to and I be-
lieve will tend to strengthen our pan-
tion in fediana. We deprecate dirt
throwing; somehow it soils the thrower
rather than the lutendeti victim. We
prefer to treat uten as men of common
eense and common eeceiley. We leave
the repteetive sort of wok fur others.
We show that the inejotity of our fellow
citizens are overtaxed, overburdened, in
order that a privileged few may grow
rich on goverionent gueriteteee. We
prove that tariff reforni meant; better
there, cheaper do; hing and necessities,
more work, mid Cl111•6quentl) better pay
to the average woikieginen, and &leo,
consequently, more general proeperity.
With such fecto we are beating down
the 'free trade' and 'rt bel brigadier'
cries. A ed 1 say to 3 on, theretore—and
this Is all I cen or care to eiteeothat we
believe our cauet, eppealieg ro the beat
intereets of our people, ale carry our
elate anti national tit "
This is all the actite yi ung New
b titian weul I say .
-You see all Mese
Byrne., poitailig to an ewer I
"Well, they are here nous ail putts of
the etate. They are ail :6 rule voiewrve-
titre, qiiiec fellows a wet.% eagernie
even to idesse tile etale runimitire. FOr
jiteitsmee, there ie a Wall flu eielHea fr
Viecenties demand assietaiee hi the
ellape of speakers. There'd aneteer
:rem Wells esetinty tele, wales Us Send
Speaker Carlitle dee., there for certeiti
, peed reasons which lie gives. Here's
Judge Mitchell, from csdelien, who Is as
static a a tariff reformer ae yott 1:6611 id
in the Sate. lie thitike a little more
activity and de-tail wore are preitoettry
in his district, and I.e doesn't hesitate
tc tell Clialruese Jewett so, 'there,
again, are workers frorn Claytoe
Delaware cotintiea who have splendid
reports to make, but they all demand
one thing—more aproakero. mere work,
more tart' elucidation in every day
plain Ettelieli. Ali this got& 011 day
after day here amid t all. f r lien Wean
work. Some of our speakers are all-
&easing two toe rie a day. We hive to
ittipoee on Senator Voorireeo, for Di-
etetics., and get hint to prolong his stay
in the echool districts. We get role ex-
tra day eut of Gov. Hill, who made four
addresees Instead of three, as originally
intended. Judge l'hurittati ia to make
three appearaeces and speak ae notch all
his stretigth will pereet—probetny not
over fifteen minuted its ally place. 62011-
&rescue') Bynum le on the *hug all tile
time. We don't give lien a day's lest,
and he is leaving a trail of enthusiasm
le his path like the prolongee illumina-
tion of a meteor. We are &brig our ut-
most and with little money fur etpetisee.
And we expect to carry the state.
corsteapeweT.
II •RTVORD, CoNN., Oa. 17, Here --The
political outlook in Connecticut at this
writing may be thus seminal-zed :—
Clevelatiti will carry Cennectieut.
Neither party will elect its ittate tick-
et by the popular vote.
elie legislature will probably be Re-
publican again and %III elect to office
tliciekceatndidettes on the Republican state
The state haa been close, very close,
for years. E. S. Clevelaiel (Dent.), for
governor, 1,898 plurality in 18e0, in a
total vote of 123,229; '1'. M. Wailer
(Dem.), tor govet nor, 1,636 pfurelity
1881, in a total vote of 137,723; the
Democratic preeldeetial ticket, 1,269
plurality In 1884, in a tutal vote of 137,-
257; Garfield over lieneock in 1880, 1,2-
99, in a total vote of 132,79e.
Theee figures serve to illustrate the
reasone for the prevaiting uncertaility
art to the result of November's election.
Etch party is to-day claiming a victory
for its electoral ticket and each has its
reasons to urge for its anifidence. But
the drift of the popular vote of Conneeti-
cut since 1880 has very evidently been
toward the Deneecrittie side, and the
fresh regietration of this fall tends large-
ly in that direction. November
vote for president cannot fall short of
140,000, and front the hest inCoruettioti
obtainable the Democratic managers are
justified in their claim diet Mr. Cleve-
land will have front three to four titter-
sand more votes than Mr. Harriette.
The Democratic situation, it teust be
admitted even by the it-publicans, blue
improved within the holt thirty days.
A month ago the Mills bill free trade
acare had demoralized many working-
men whose affiliatioes are ordinarily
with the Democratic party. But the
force and t ffect of that scare lias been
spent. Thoughtful &nee have had time
to reflect that there was a similar scare
in 1884, and that the predictions of the
Republican orator, that a Democratic
victory menet ruin to New letigiend'e
industries were but so much chinpeign
bluster. Maitufacturing ilas 110( eel-
Erred, and eo workingman iterds to be
told that the bettoriet; are very burly thls
fall and many of them running over
time.
Thia Is a solid fact which no amount
of Republican campaign tad, will offset.
4 'elle prospects are, generally speaking,
that the voters will keep within their
respective party lines November.
l'he Democratic vote may suffer 'slight-
ly- from the intimidation of Democratic
workmen by the large manufacturers,
but the extent and e fleet of eueli intimi-
dation appeare to be overestimated.
Wad more effectual In 1881 than it can
be this year, for the workingmen arc not
so easiiy frightened now as then, and
labor organization has git et: thew eon-:
tidOenctet.le other hand, the Repubilcane
will 81.11Ter scene% hat from Outlier de-
sertions to the proldbitior. rankle and to
en extent which will fully equalize
Demacratic losses from intimidation.
The labor party has gone to the wall in
Connecticut anti is scarcely worth con-
sidering as a factor. It will not be like-
ly to poll a thousand votes.
NaW JeRelLY.
1•RIENTON, Oct. 17, 1Se8.—Wlielli the
Republican atste committee of New
Jersey sonic time ago announced that
New Jeroey would cast her electoral
vote for Harrison and Morton some peo-
ple laughed and others looked aston-
number of
supposed Ono the Republicans would
make gaitie.
New Jeirey Dm Republicans de-
pend principally on the farmers fur their
votes. The iannere, as a rule, have
been Republicen, especially the south-
ern port  of ilie state, fur many 3 ears,
and they stick tettaciuuely to their party.
Four years ago they voted as they acre
wont to do, but their votes were net
enough to evercouie the voter of the
Deniocrate. With conelderable anxiety
wed witii stone mei. ihe raFIUFFS sae.
Clevelaiel inaugurated, and Kelm got
ready for a rule of ruin. They had been
so thoroughly imbued by stump speak-
ers w the Idea that nothing good
could C01110 from any but the Republi-
can party that they feared for the coun-
try's welfare under a Democratic ad-
miniatration. It took them some time
to get over their leer, but they had four
year. willeti to do so.
Duriug this time their condition im-
proved and they began to study the
history of the day. They opened their
eyes to the lect that the Democratic
party was in favor of tariff reform, and
60 the tanners began to study tariff
question's. They soon learned that a
reduction of the tariff meant cheaper
clothieg and egricultural implements
fur them, and • light (Netted on them.
To-day may be heard the cry for tend'
reform throughout the agricultural re-
gions of New Jersey. The Democrats
have invaded the stronghold of the Re-
pu ice's& and they will make large gains
among the fanners. benne parts of
New Jersey tile ferment have organized
tar.ff retortu ur Cieveland clubs, aud
thee: cxpreseions as to preference be-
tween the two political parties are by no
['mots doubtful.
The Democratic pelicy in relation to
the tariff is approved of among the in-
ehestries of tire state. The Republicans
have Indulged in the cry of tree trade
50 lung that the pentple are getting tired
of a slid ere investigations.
Among the pot:ers of this locality there
is little entliudaern fur the Republican
parte, for tile *moue tariff hill reduces
the pm otecaeit on the product of the pot-
teriee. Beeidea thiothe potters have }ear-
ly tor a long time _petitioned a Repub-
lican congreas to alter and increase the
duty, but the Repuulicans have ever
turned a deaf ear to thew.
c•LIFORIele.
S•N FRANCISCO, CAL., Oct. 1 7.—Sinee
the fatuous struggle over the adoption of
the new couttitiniuti of C &Monett in
le711 there has never, been a contest at
the polls whielt preituiees to c mai in
fierceness and inteneity that new id
prugress Doe riot...-.
teadiernia is considered by C
hole a more doubtful oteee titan either
Couboliteet. reel roll more doubtful
ieleuwe:Yoi 04, 1.,iliAtia, v Je,a y or
Loan the tlau tlatael, tioehtlui tat the
IL ia ar to those who ha Ye w tteltell
the progreea in the cempaigit so far and
*tot un ter:ea...I tile politics uf I lie state
thnt Celle,' tea w poll 250,000 yews
this year.
nu scot in tile uelott did the presi-
tient'a tueseage at the opening of con-
grees create a mote profoiend be ling
then in teatiforeia. en this state wages
in nosily lined of eUiployieent are higher
Omit in the older settled steteoned there
is, with the itolew or eastern capital and
trestle where development of the *Lite, nO
went of employment, The Itepublieatia
through their organ'', and adoptieg the
tone of Die eastern Republican press,
promptly foisted the toy of "tree trede"
asserted that the policy outlined by
preeelent lit lilt ineraage to get rid
of the etirptue and cheap, ii the itetecesi-
tit, et life teenier result iiievitably in the
reductimi ut tvages. For a time it
stewed as it the workiegmen of the
state, and narticulariv those eutaged
manufacture, were led away by these
mierepreeditations, but the flood of
light 'mitred lu ye the question by the
diecuesion of Lilt' Mills billetuppiewented
Ly the cleeer work ef tips 14einoeratic
press of the •tate, made thein
perceive that a reduction of thequiteakrilyff
did not mean at reduction of wages.
Since July there has been throughout
the Pacific coast a great revotutiou in
public eentiment, and pahicularly
among the working classes, on the tore-
tion of tariff and wages, and [hie has
been e'vinced by the wny throirghout
the state Deerocrats are olemanding lit-
erature tot the suleect of tariff reform.
They have taken hold of the subject in
dead earneet, and on the opt Meg night
of the Democratic campaige—a month
earlier than a presidential campaign is
generally opened in this state—at nearly
one hitedret1 and filly meetings the
average hour of adjounitnent was half-
past eleven c'elock, and the only quee-
done diacussed were the tariff and liar-
norm's poor Chinetre record. The en-
thusisatn grows daily, and eo inanife4
it rveii to the dullest comprelienaion
that it has stimulated the managers of
the party into the greatest activity, end
au army of orators are tr tveling over
the state
Without doubt the record which Gen.
Ilarnem has made upon the labor and
Chinese questions, arta mainly upon the
letter, has had much to do with the in
I eostiele drift to Cleveland. In addition
there is the extraurdieary popularity of
Judge Thurman in thia state. '1'lle con-
trast between Thurniati and Harriette le
so great upon the question which above
all other* Californians regard as of vital
tuterest to them, an I tire fact that the
restriation act i1114 been practically nut-
hided by the federal courts end Chineee
are coming in in greeter nutubtre than
ever befere, despite the assertions of the
Republican press tied orators that the
Chinese titieetion ham been practically
settled, have made it at, Wile of scnrce-
ly less vital importance than the tariff.
In fact, by the great majority of the
worklogiben it is regarded as the over-
ohadoe ing Josue of the eau:la:Lig'', and
that sentiment will be loterd from on
the day of election.
The impression among well informed
Democrats Is that the state will go
Democratic byx3x,%00.01.tooK514,.000.
WHITE PLAINS, Oct. 17, ISSM.—" lilts
is a curious campaign," remarked a
prominent Democrat and buoiness
of this town. "The issue is straight
enough on the national ticket, but there
are currents; in the contest for governor
stied' confuse our judgment."
'that seems to he precisely the situation
of sashes in Westchester county. While
everybody knows the county will go
Democratic, there is a wide divergence
of opinion regarding the majority bk.
Cleveland will get. Enthusiastic par-
tisans make extravagant claims, but
their eolith is father to the thought. Re-
publicans of this class also insiet that
the Cleveland majority of 1s84,
Was 1,238, will be largely reduced, while
Ddrnocrats say that their national ticket
will receive 500 additional votes.
Taking the conservative estimates the
Republik:anis say that Mr. Cleveland's
niajority will be fully 1,200 and Demo-
crats admit that it cannot run over 1,300.
Judgleg from the general opinion it is
safe to predict thst Cleveland and Thur-
man will have a tiajority of at least 1,250
and your correepondent finite that the
Denatecrats will have good reason to be
satisfie 1 if they do that much.
emoome COUNTY.
In anti around Governor 1111I's home
the fight wexes warm, and each side is
doing its best. There are some counties
so hopeleasly, benightedly Republiran
Hutt the opposition's only hope is to
keep down the mejority. Bedtime of
I he mayoralty melee in New York the
Republicane have Wien heart of grace
arid feel ilist the canoe of Miller is not
lost. But the prohibition vote le bother-
ing them.
[shed. The Republicami declared that Deniodatic State Committeeman
the tariff iseue Was affecting the politics i George F. O'Neill, one of the best hi-
re!' the people, mat as New Jersey leo a formed as well air one of tile most pope-
protected industries it wad lar men in Broome county, ea) 8 that the
prohibitionists have gained in Kirk-
wood, Liele anti Windsor, and that nine-
side.
tenths of them are from the Republican ANDERsox & TATE
The Democrats appear to tie in great
seape Bingliainpuiri, wheie Pre-bidet.' Will furnish and deliv-
Cleveland received a insjurity of two
At that tittie there Was a greenback vote er to any part of tne
whid. is now a Democratic gain. Tim city,
Republican presidential plurality in
Broome county in 1880 was 1.723, 'MI
it fell 321, last year the Republicalis
gave grant for secretary of 'mite a 1.11i
relit), of 2,122. Of this plurality the
city of Bilighauttoti gave S17, which
comprised about 400 or 500 Democrate.
Now, the eallae of the Democratic de-
fection was a local tight on the question
of where to locate the new port office
building—a $150,000 jdb.
The 400 or 500 Democrat, who voted
with the Republicans did 60 because the
latter put the building where they
wanted it. This Pore, however, is now
healed, Red It is predicted that the Re-
publican pito-ail y of 2,422 will be cut
down to 1,200 or 1,230. Cleveland, in-
stead of getting only two pluirality in
Binghamton, as lie did in 1884, will, it
is said, gain 250.
PREFERRED LOCALS
Regulation campaign hate at N. B.
Shyer's corner.
BINGHAMTON'S
Since 1884 Binghamton haa gained at
least 6,000 inhabitatite. largiey cigar-
makers. Indeed, there are 6,000 cigar-
makers the city. All there, as well
as other workingmen, were opposed to
heeatow of his veto ot the Saxton
bill. Ills explanation when in Bing-
hamton has won over it is claimed,
"e*s.
most of these people.
The Republieatts of Broome have re-
nominated A. 1) Lewis, ot Lisle, for the
aesembly. Last time lie beat the Dem-
ocratic and prohibition carelitiatee by
334. Thin year the grangers swear they
will cast 64e) votes against hini because
lie did not vote in their hiteieot
There is one gentleman in Broome
who has an axe to greiti—Mr. iggs.
It twos be as well to hasten' to explain
that Mr. Briggs is editor of the Axe, the
prohibition organ. Elitor Briggs said
to the Ilerald correepondent that if ne-
ceesity forced them, his people would
rather go for Hill than Miller, "although
Miller," lie added, "is the cleaner
man."
They waiit the earth or nothing—there
is no compromieing with them.
The Preebyterian synod convenee in
this city on Friday, October 26;11. A
gooal attendance is expected.
1.00 Csares have mostly
dioappeared as humeri hab-
itations. Many good peo-
ple have lived !Hippy livt s
in them, and many great
Met: 116 lie beell tiorn in
them. Werner's, Log Cabin
T :-on-stisiarillie
canoe" Stom ['mile, made lie Wareer
of Safe Cure fermi, are reproductione
the hest of the old time remedies, with
w hich the pioneer* of A me ries main-
tained their FUltifeii iteeite.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
For Sale or Rent.
A nice large reeitience pear the city
limits with 13 acres of fond grass land,
with or without 54 al T'S Hee peature
eij tieing; also ti .e farm ar
Vitt a', Apply at "till' to R W ARE
Yor boots, Oman. and clothIng et.11 at
our store tied exatitivie our immenee
stock before buying awl save lots of
cash. N. B. Shyer's Corner.
Call at Richards' grocery for oat-meal,
cheese soul best country hauls:
W RA PS ! RA PS !
eonsult yotir interest by ex-
kneeing our ereek of plush wraps be-
fore bey big. the toontluctiest hi the city
at N B. S Y ER'S.
Fresh kraut end sweet and sour pick-
les in bulk at Richards' grocery. 
PRINTS AND GINGHAMS.
New indigo prints, new w ash ging-
ham:I, new tricots, new dress titnnels,
new domestic-le new qnilts, new under-
wear, new elpiwis, new everything out.
come to see us avid go away happy.
Very respectfully, N. B. Slayer.
nig for Beef awl Mutton.
I w ill receive sealed bids for beef and
mutton, one year's eupply, fnr the Wes-
tern 'emetic asylum, from Dec. 1st, Hi-
es, to Novi 30 h 18811. Said beef and mute
ton to Oe delivered and weighed at the
astylum. Settled for monthly by said
weight, Must be delivered in equal
quantitiee in the fore and hind wieners,
and be of tiro class quality. No bide
received after Noveniber 1.
I reserve the right to oject any and
all bids.
F. L. WALLER.
Remember the liandsomeet line of
dress gooda can be found at N.B.Sliyer's
corner. Come try us. Also trimming
to match.
New hominy anti grits at Richards'
grocery.
MILLINERY.
You can find a beautiful line of plueil
velvet end Hen igan hat at Sliyer's cor-
nier at lees then eastern cost. Sirs. R.
Martin does our trimming tree of
cost to purchasers.
I Never Deceive
The people, but mean
what I say. I buy my
goods for cash, pay no
house rent and will sell
Dry Goods, Clothing,
Hats, Boots and Shoes
CHEAPER
Than any house this




The races are over and WE HAVE
BEEN AWARDED THE
BLUE RIBBON
For giving better SATISFACTION in
Awl PRICES. We told you we would
l'e, so come In •nd see for YOUR-
SELVES If we DID NOT DESERVE
the
Premium.
We would like to cell your ESPECIAL
ATIENTION to our STOCK OF
Parlor Suits
And BED LOUNGES.
Undertaking made a specielty by 1116,
and every grade of Melnik and Wood
Cases and Caskets furnished day or
night.
Thompson & McRey nolds.
No 10 Main Street.
Specialties Found Only it
N. B. SIIYER'S, Con Main it 9th sta.
iCelebrated Peacher's Mille Yarns,
Jeans anti Linseys.
Men's and boy's Buil Dog jeans pants,
"r warranted never to rip.
tCaet-iron Soliool Shoes for boys, girls
( and children, every pair warranted.
11.adies' warranted $2 shoes, button,
( bal and congress in all widths.







&c Give them a call.
Evaporated fruits of all kinds, cheap
and nice at Richards' grocery.
r. T. GORMAN,
"THE TAILOR"
No. II 7th Street
In returning thanks to his numerous
patrons and the public generally for the
support accorded hint in the past. F.
T. Gorman begs to inform them that be
is now reoeiving and opening Ids stock
of choice woolen, for fall and winter,
and advises an early inspection of the
above goods. He begs to draw special
attention to the fact that all work ia ex-
ecuted by a staff' of first-class workmen,
under his own personal supervision, so
that cmitomers may rety upon getting
firet-class tailoring.
Being desiroue to retain the confidence
hitherto reposed in him, he is deter-
mined to have all orders, entrusted to
him to be made and trimmed in the very




Girls, trot along down to Shyeria and
get yourself one of thorte beautiful cigar-
ette crush hats, all colors, very [lobby
and stylish aud coot only 75c.
FOR RENT I
In Fair view, By , for '89,
a frame store house, a
house and lot, also 20
acres of land with a
dwelling on it, adjoin-
ing the town.
For Sale
A Mlle I.tt/TFY Huskier*, rii k sit h
good stand, etock and vehicles in first-
class condition; at Princeton, Ky., a
live and growing town.
A Todd county farm, 5 miles stout!,
of Trenton, Ky., containing 239 acres;
75 acres in timber; rejoining the land
of Thos. Beasley, decide hart Tally and
Thos. Webb. This land Is located in





county. Improvements, a irOnd
stables and tenement houses. We
to Kell at once and will leis e a bar-
We write all classes
of fire and tornado In-
surance and prompt
settlements in case of
loss. Real estate bought
and sold on commis-
sion. Loans negotiated,
houses rented and rents
collected; property list-
ed with us for sale ad-
vertised free of charge
to owner.
Tobacco Insurance.
e will write ineurance on tobacoo
in barn,
anis& Co.
Main St. P. 0 Bldg.
FOR SALE.
The re., nince sr/ farm of ihe 'late Dr. H. M.
Whitaker, -itiiiiiet in twenty sad
on the itsiseli•ille pike. Wier from
ciereseoto Teas. It is • farm et 111
acres. ode splestlid is
atmli:e.. tarns, etc., and
stoek water. TOOTS are twd:=6
the ores wee, and is in a 
elt
-
hood sad a healthy locality. eselle="1111
churches and 046a60/16, OD. Mitil Mil ratiroad
arid post-office.
11, r information apply on the premises sr se
E. V . II A Mil 6oN, heal Fatale Aggest,
or 4., L. Miry, attroxy,
c larksvit toe Tenn.
te.
Administrator's Sale.
I will sail on Saturday, Nov. IOU', IOW ea the
Dr. J Bell farm, near Bell's stataa, Chris-
tian county, all Um personal effects of the late
blizabeth lg. Bell, conststite of household and
kitchen furniture. terming implements, moles.
horse*, dock. fat beg.. Ac. Terms made knows
on day of sale. C D. BELL.
Adner of Euz•BETII M . BILL. dec'd.
GALT HOUSE,
LOUISVILLE. KY.
The Finest sod Largest Hotel in the City.
mates SY.30,to 44.00 rer Da y
•coording to Room.
Turkish and Russian Baths in Hote
No. SW.
REPOR f OF THE CONDITION- or
111 rirst ktioul Bulk
OF HOPKIXIIVILLL, AT sreircnoserees,
THIS IIT•Ta OF 1/0111-61Y, •T
CLOPZ
ovrosza DAP.
it E sOILJ 11.0116S.
hoans and discounts   142772.11.
iiverdrafta, secured and unsecured fa .111.
1:„ s. Bonds to secure circulation  
Due from approved reserve agents  
Due from other National Banks .  IL
Due from state Banks asd bankers 4131lal.
Real estate. harpoon., and 0 x tures 17$1.711.
Ciirrent expense and taxes paid . 11144.91).
Prenii unis paid 1140•11.
Checks and other cash Heins he 17,
Rills of other Banks ..... . 13110.00.
eraceonsi paper currtmey, tweets,
and cents ▪ 149.70.
specie uscs.lx.
lasalatender notes  11456.00.
Redemption fund with U.S. Treas-
urer per cent oe circulation) TIM Se.
TOTAL  1111111114111.
LIAIMILITI .
Capital stock paid in  PANIASIL
rplus fund .
▪ divided profit«  11412.11i
NattOnal Bank notes 14100.00.
Individual depana Cleft ore-IL
Due to other National Nabs st.m.
—
TOTAL  61E.LTNAS•
861661o( Kaminsky. Oh:'oust y of Christian
Palmer Graces, Clothier ef the shove
named bank, do solemnlylawear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
P•1.11}11 GIAVEft, Cashier.
Subscribed anti stream to before me this 10th
day or vete/two poet.
W • teem KELLY, Notary Puttee.
COIIIICT-Attest:
W . Lowry,
.1 P. Prow's, t Directors.
W. L. I bompson,
A ONE PRICE CASH MITIIINg
With every article marked in plain figures, was an entirely new thing in Hopkinsville
a few weeks ago, but the enormous trade we have had and are having, and the ex-
pressions we hear every day from the best and most substantial people, tell us that it
is just the thing that has been most needful. There is a pleasure and satisfaction
about going into a house where you can see the prices all marked in plain figures, and
then to know that they are the lowest possible figures any living man can sell the
same goods for. And especially if you are not a good judge of clothing, and can't
tell all wool or all cotton, what a world of satisfaction there is to look at the tieket
and see the price marked, not in Dutch or some other hieroglyphics, but in plain
United States figures, and then to know that that is the price—the asking and the
taking price. Such are the inducements we hold out to the people. Fair, square,
honest dealing—lower prices than anybody who does any credit business.
Lb PRICES MARKED IN PLAIN nous,
And the largest and best assorted stock to select from. The biggest bargains we have
yet offered to the people will be a nice fresh lot of light, medium and heavy weight
Overcoats we closed out from a manufacturer last week at about half their value. We
give you a list of them:
0 TX V %JAZ, 2.110V16 • ,y obz.11''VE %IV LICILILLIS WILVIGUMairir, -
eerearoverweeetreeeteeeerege
50 Extra long riding coats--storm collar, (an ele-
gant coat for farmers) worth -
50 Fine, light weight bieltons (much better than
our eye-openers early in the season at $6 00) worth
25 All-wool unlined Cassimere worth -
25 Imported Cheviots, finest all-wool worth -
25 Finest brown Broadwale Worsteds, silk faced
worth - - -
25 Finest brown medium weight Beavers worth
50 Blue and black fine Worsteds worth - -
$ 9 50 for $ 5 00
$10 00 for $ 5 50
$12 00 for $ 6 00
815 00 for $ 8 75
$16 00 for $ 9 00
$22 00 for $15 00
$10 00 for $ 5 50
These are no fanciful figures put in the paper to catch the eye, but are exact repre-
sentations, and we hope to have the pleasure of demonstrating the truth of, the above to
any of our doubting friends.
In addition to the above we have about 150 men's, boys' and children's Overcoats
left from the Shyer stock, on which we are still cutting the marked price square in two.
So that with our entire stock of Overcoats, we are certainly and surely in a position to save
you all the way from $3 50 to a ten dollar bill on a single Overcoat.
Tiria.e, 'Po C>iir 1=oxecorn.ise,
That we would give the small boy a pointer, we will, commencing on next Saturday. give
away with each child's suit, a nice "sure enough' gun that fires, but is perfectly harmless.
The very thing to bring out the patriotism in the young American's heart. Cry for them
boys and mamma will get you one.
Our stock is chuck full in every department and BARGAINS is our watch word. 250
dosen Drummers Sample Suspenders worth from 15c. to 75c., we are giving away for 5c.,
10c., 15e. and 20c. 50 dozen "Bull Dog" Breeches just received, and are marked in plain
figures at lower prices than ) ou ever bought them.
GLASS' CORNER.
J. H. ANDERSON & CO.
GLASS' CORNER.
ElOrn MOHO OH MI12,
And our concert captivates customers because
the silvery sound means sound silver, saved to
every mothers' son of them. We are willing to
let
Competitors Play the Lyre!
There's no denying that they are great on that
instrument and play with 9 good deal of vim
but the lyre doesn't last like our instrument,
WE BLOW OUR HORN!
To announce another bargain offer in which
we intend to paralyze prices and pulverize
profits on every line of goods we carry. Noth-
ing reserved, nothing exempt but big reduc-
tions all round.
WE PLAY BY NOTE!
And if you set before us a Treasury Note for
one, two, or five dollars, we will play so that
you will laugh till the gunpowder rune out of
the heels of your boots. Bring along your notes




Corner Main & Ninth.


















LILA, KY., Oet. 13 —There Is great
complaint throughout this section of
Country of C0.11 rotting in the Acids be-
fore it can be gathered. •
James II. Martin has sold ids Estrin
near here to S. S. Moore. James is go-
ing to move to the stinking Fork neigh-
borhood.
1 learn that W. A. J. Martin, near
here, haa sold his farm to one Mr. Mlle
Hamby, of the Coueolation ighbur-
hood.
Bill Driver, living near here, has sold
his farm to Solomon Smith. He is emu-
log here to live. J. R. M.
Teacher's Alle•CiAtioa of Christie.
County, Kentucky.
Program for the meeting to be beid at
Use public school building, Hopkineville,
Ky., Nov.3, 1S8S.
9 :00.—Opening exerciees, roll call etas
09:04--Addreea of weleolue,11. L. liolt.
9 U5--Response, W. L. Campbell.
9 :20--Methods In common trections,
J. F. Rogers, C B. Pittman.
9:40—How to interest the Mal iren,
A. G. Beecham, Mrs. McKenzie.
10:10—Practical business lessons, C
H. Dietrich.
10:35—Trustees and their work, J. G.
Joiner (trustee of district No. 29), S. L.
Prone, J. H. W inn.
11 :10-1he brain and nervous system,
Dr. W. M. Fuqua.
NOON INTSA1116810N.
1:15—Observance of author's birth-
days, Mere Eva Royalty, Miss Annie
8ypert.
1 :30—Essay, The Puritans; Mies Jen-
nie West.
1:40—County examiners, their work,
Hon. Joe McCarroll, E. F. Coy ner, Miss
Nora Stink.
1:10—Our eommou ochools aid their
conditions, F. H. Renshaw, supt., '1'.
5. Jesup, L. M. Cayce.
3:00—Opening the query box.
3 :30--Miseellaneous businem.
4 :00—Adjournment.
C. B. Pittman, t
S. L. Frogge,
I wish to call the attention of an lov-
ers of educatiou the above program,
and to give them a beery •nvitatiou. I
will also say our ouperintentient will be
on band that day and will pay the teach-
ers their claims at public ochool build-
ing and not at his ofilee. So when you
arrive go immediately to the association
and be benefitted. Let every teacher,
erhoof officer, and patron lead a helping
hand to make Christian county ochoole
what they should be. If the teachers
do not join and attend the meetings ol
tbe amociation, it but show their lack of
interest In the profeasion of teaching, 1
hope the day is not far dietant when
every teacher in the county shall be an
enthusiaatic member of the County
Teseber4' Amociation.





ewer A marvel of part-
Se_1011111.11 Rid wbelsasinssess Moreatemon-
mem Ora Se eraser, me4a.. and rannot solo
In easepoldlies With the atiwtitude of tow test.
ant tedglia slam ar phosphate powders. Dud
nefwasawn. Sioym. Maxims Puma Co., les
Wall Illarest. W. T.
Pro's Rgreerr roa CA'reltall
gives utuntiliate Tenet Catarrhal
rheas is war expelled fres. tee to v.-
tem. end Ow deemed winos oif
weeous eubrane hi repriced bi
lisaithy marr.tiona
The dose r small ro ipuce
aiwasples sufftcpent ietuunit, for •
brag treekunasa.
CATARRH
h Oeld la ess Head I. Teller."' Sy
an appetortIon of Pain. rrns.1t- for
CaterrIk rse ensefort r. dot
elm It In tam way us worth many
Bose les cost.
Am and Rieman to age.
Price, Secrets. Sold by drumnaa
es seat by mail.
I. T. ReZzirtsfs, Warren, Pa.
0
 This BlITNRIPM7/Dlitg
Issued Marsh and Sept.,
sash year. It is an ency-
alopodis of useful infor.
=salon for all who pule
ahem the luxuries or the
necessities of life. Ws
can °Loth. you and furnish you with
aal the necessary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk, dance. sleep,
eat, Bah. hunt, work, go to church,
or star at home, and in various sizes,
styles rad quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things
COIWORTAILT. and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYERS'
GITIDIL, which will be sent upon
receipt of 10 sesta to pay postage.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
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Ifil'Oftice over Planters Bank.
• OWN IrearT11.
A. P. CA$PBELL,
illimpkturviEst, - - KentOokr.
Oleo owv 111. Posse sr%
IN
THURMAN'S LLI UR.
OBEDIENCE TO LUSTOX HE
, FORM A LLT ACCEPTS.
Clevelead's Re-electIon Esseetial to
The People's Welfare.
COLUMBUs, 0., ()Ct. 14—Following is
Judge Thurman'a letter of acceptance:
Coeuuses, 0., Oct. 12, 18Se.
How. Petrick • 4. Collins and others,
Committee :
Gentlemen—in obedience to custom,
I send you this formal acceptance of my
nomination for the mile+ of V ice-Preak
deist et tiMe United States, made by the
national convention of the Democratic
party at St. Louis.
When you did use the honor to call
upon me at Columbus and officially uo-
dry me of my nomination, I txpreseed
to you my senee of obligation to 
the
conventioo and stated that although I
had not sought the nomination, I tild
not feel at liberty under the 
circum-
stances, to decline it. 1 thought then,
as I still think, that whatever I 
could
properly do to promote tne re-election
of Preeident Cleveland I (Algid to do.
His administration hese Wen marked by
ouch integrity, good sense, manly cour-
age and exalted patriotietta that a just
appreciation of these high qualitiee
scents to call for hie re-election. I am
alert strongly impremel with the belief
that his re-election would powerfully
tend to etrengtheu that feeling 01 fra-
teruity among the American people diet
is 40 esteential to their welfare, peace
and happiness, and to the perpetuity et
the union and of our free institutions.
1 approve the platform of the St. Louie
eonventIon, and I cannot too strongly
express my diment trom the heretical
teecitings of the monopolists that the
welfare of a people can be promoted by
a st stem of exorbitant texetion far
excess; of the wants of the goveroment.
l'he idea that a people can be enriched
by heavy arid unnet•emary taxetiou, that
a man'a t•oudition can be improved by
ts-xlng him on all he wears. on all his
vi Pe and children wear, on ell Iiie tools
and implerneute of industry is an Omi-
t:oda absurdity. •
To all the vaults of the treasury with
an idle surplus for which the govern-
ment hae no legitimate tote, and to there-
by deprive the people of currency needed
for their businem anti daily wants, arid
to create a powertill anti dangerous mini-
ulous to extravagance and corruptiori
the expenditures ot the governiuent,
seems to me to be a policy at variance
with every sound principle of gevern-
ment and political etesmosiy.
The necemity of redeem, g taxation to
prevent such an accumeletaue of surplus
revenue and the come wient depletion of
the circulating medium is 40 apparent
that no itarty dares to deity it; but when
we come to consider Me modes by which
the reduction may be made we fled a
wide antagouletn between our party and
the monopolisties leaders of our political
opponents.
We seek to reduce taxes upon the ne-
sse-shier ot life; our opponents seek to
increase thew. We my, give Lo the
maim, of the pecpie cheap and good
clothing, cheap blankets, cheap tools and
cheap lumber. l'he Republicene b)
their platform mini their leaders in the
muste, by their propoeed bill, say, in-
cream the taxes on clothing and bieliket-
siid thereby increase their Cost, male-
tain a high duty on the tools of the tam-
er and mechanic and upon the lumber
which they need for the eomeruction (.1
their mu dee dwellings, shope and bares,
slid thereby prevent their obtaiuing
diem necemaries at removable prime.
Can any sensible man doubt as to
where he should stand in this colitro-
versy ? Can any well-infonuel man be
eiyeesived 12nethe false premium that a
the benedt of laboring men? Much is
said about competition of American la-
borers with the pauper labor of Eurojse;
but does not every term win) looks
around him me and know that an int
mense majority of the laborers in Amer-
ica are not mist wed in what are called
the protected industries? Ahd as to
those who •re employed in such Mains-
tries is it not undeniable that the duties
proposed by the Democratic measure
called the Mills bill far exeeed the dif-
ference between American and Euro-
pean wages, arid that therefore, if it
were admitted that our workinginern
can be proteeted by tariffs against cheap-
er labor, they would be fully protected
and mare titan protected, by that bill?
Does not every well-informed man know
the increase in price of home manufact-
ures pruduced by a high tariff does not
go into the pockets of laborieg mere but
only tends to swell thee prelim of others?
It eeems to use that if taro policy of tiw
Denies:retie party le pi dem, pet-semen..
al. muse welt-mut:A t le st we •-ek gusto-
the cost tif les•, ap..1 at She s
inerrase Pharr suf the tabu!
ItY.11 ill the beet fltit of pro,
perity *MI greatit, 1 ein very reeve-te-
nse'',
Y obeelit nt servai.t,
AMAMI G. 'I utenits
Caine t ambrriand lisp Railroad
Proposition.
7'u the Honorable County Judge Wad Jus-
tices of ihe peace Gliristiun County,
, sating us a court ;04 mid county Jo,.
the Par„ose herein:
Tile isisdereigeral, The Cairo st
Riser Railread Cot/maim, a vier
peotion orgaitized woke. die lass oil
Kentilt ks ; and vir:ue a the pow er-
ibvested In them by an act of the
let lire ot Kenn,' k ear that pummels-, ap-
proved February 25 b, DM& an d
meets tit .reto, respeenIu ly rig test yeur
hortemble body to euttent tto-
del voter.' of the comity of Chrim into,
:State of Kentucky, at au ele:tion to be
tu Id oil a day to be fixed ey iferstut less
than twenty lion more Wan sixty tiros
after the order therefor the lased ,
Whether you- shall, ftw mei on eshalf et
the said county of sub-eribe
to the Capital Sum k of sei41 Compere' the
*memo of Two Bemired Thousand Spel-
ler- le full for the amount of stock hi
said Company heeeinatter mentioced
upon the terms arid exhitlitiona berelime
ter s.et out, to-wit : The sum subecribed
to be paid in the bond* of the county of
Christian, with coupons attached, under
the seal of the county, sighed by the
County Judge sad countersigned by the
Clerk, and the coupons to be signed by
the Clerk alone, negotiable and j ayable
in the city of Newniotk, at bank
this Company may direct, or at any
bank in the city of flopkineville as said
Company ntay direct, l'hirty years from
their date, but redeemable at par, and
accrued leterest, at any time after live
years from their date at this option of
said Christian county, bearing intermit
et the rate of five percentile' per stealth,
"aid bonds to be In denotninateme of hot
less than One Hundred Dollars nor
more than One Thousand Dollars. lu
consideration of the preparation and de-
livery of the said bonds tothe said Com-
pany, the said county of Chriatien shall
receive from the said compitity certlfis
calm of shares in its capital stock tat the
amount of Two Hundred Thousand Dol-
lars, and the odd itonelatty hereby binds
lamer to prepare and deliver diem to We
said couitty of Christian rosily to be ex•
ecuted ammonite to law, but It Is wider-
stood and agreed to by said Compeny
that the said county of Christian Shell
not be beutadto Issue any bonds as pro-
vided lor basin until the company shall
have built ice said read from its western
terminus, uear the city of Cairo,
to the city ot IlopkinsvIlle,Chrhitian
county, Kentucky and shall have laid
its rails upon its roadbed from its west-
ern terminus into the seideety of Hop-
1[11)6,111e, except the bridges across the
Cumberland and Tenn mete Rivera.
This the mid county ot Christian
--et 1, ; .?' • ...1.
, fin " el' ' '







through its County Judge, as proveAd
tor in the charter of mid economy, ehall
prepare and deliver to mid compan, One
Hundred Thoueend Dollars el its said
bonds, but it is understood that when
said ccuety is so called upon to deliver
these bombed's. bridged ortrausters across
the two rivers, whichever. may be de-
tertunted to be put in, bensaid company,
shall be in procree ot ceinetruction and
shall be Meshed as so& as practicable
and possible, and when the beet COM-
pithy shall have Mkt the iron upon ita
roadbed to the eastern boundary ot Clam
thin county, so that the cars on same can
be run mum thermal raiment boundary 01
the mid tsounty to Cumberland river,
then the ealdCounty of Christian, by its
authorities atoretettd shall prepare and
deliver to said Company an additemal
One Hundred ThOUSand Dollars in its
above meetioned troMtle. And the mid
Cairo & Tenuemee River Railroad Com-
pany hereby binds itself to begin work
• ite bald road In good faith, in the Paid
County of Christian within one hundred
and twenty days atter the subscription
herein asked of said County shall have
been voted, and if it hills so to begin
workohe said subacription shall thereby
be void and the said Company shall for-
telt its right to same. The maid Company
further binds itself toeomplete aeid road
bed and track and put the cars on same
from Hopkinsville to the I., A. & T. R
R. by July lit, 1889, and to complete the
road through to its western termietts,
except the bridges before mentioned,
within tat) years.
The part of said road running from
Hopkineville to Todd County line shall
be completed by Ja y 1st, 1889, front
Yodel; the ebove mentioned subscrip-
tion. Seta road shall be standard guage
and be laid with rails not less than 56
pounds to the yard aud equal to the
average wouthern road. Signed.
Cairo th Tennessee River Railroad Com-
pany by B. A. NEALK, President of
Same.
KNOXVILLE, TENN., Oet. 10th, leSS.
Mass. GEO. C. LONG AND W. F.I'•TVON,
110PlinneVLILLII, KY.
Dem& Sleet—Your favor of eth leet,
to hoed, enclosing proposiduu of Cairo
& Tem:mare River R. R Co., jo Chris-
tian county, Kentucky. We have dlleti
in the limits of time sO as to be within
safe bounle, but we do not expect to
avail ourselves of these limits. When
we take hold of the work we expect to
put it through as rapelly as it can be
done. Yount trimly &e.,
McDONALD, SHEA & CO.
-.Wm- • 
A HUNDRED TEARS HERO.
Wm Seth Warner Won a Wife and
Became Famous.
molonel Seth Warner, of Vermont,
the famous hero of the Revolutionary
war, was a leading liglair for the Hauip-
shire grants.
Three titles were (Deputed by the
state of New York; and its aethoritiee
obtaieed an edict of the king of Eng-
laud in their favor. The settlers were
stung by the supposed injuotice. Title
state of things brought Colonel Seth
Weimer to the front. VVitli Ether' Al-
len and others be mutely oppose.) every
effort of the New York state authorities
entorce pOtly.tel ill, all] 1111411y be,
with Aliee and pitio.r.i. is ere °Whined
and a price put ma their heads
To circumvent New York, it was nee-
assettry tilal imbue wie 'emelt' go into that
state and gein required i uteraimlon,
Col. Warner, resuming for safety the
none of ••Dr. Howard," 1111 LO4 tlii•
perilous and romantic j wrier.
W her on his way home he btin,
a country inn, here olpi gentleltiall
and daughter were stortu-botied. 1 lie
father fell ill and die daughter called
upon Col. Warner, who, with Isla witie
knowledge GI simple remedies, success-
fully treateu die "old man," an I lie
dually won .Itit devoted %monist tor a
WOO) Ina-dente were not uncommon lu
thoee years. When the doctor was no
easily reached, months of sk-kness, mid
even life were ofton saved by some un
protresional Mired versed in the um o
eimple Eutaw and roots. Tire besithi ot
early metiers and their powers of en-
dweinee curivinee us that sech medi-
cities did only good and left no poison
in the blood to work fiel much injury to
the system as wonild the disease itself.
time of peace tbe colonel was in
cornetist demand for knowledge of
simple remedies and their power ever
dimwit.. But it was left to another of
his name of the lament age to giye to
the public what Was then used a ith
such positive succeed.
W artier tor over a termites:I years has
shared %kit Ethan Allen the itilnira-
0011 of the American people.
Contdel Seth Wartier belongs to
nattily of wide deceit:tem; 1.o le•ii than
eight tuenittera there won fume in tbe
regisler pramice ot
lemeing tq the adoptitni Ili,. people
..t fli ti,generatlo of the fild time eliiiple
. d rect. deseesiutaii.,
4V.irlieg, ire *ell kli•fr 11 prtipfletUr
Warne Ma sate tot/m.10r maity >ear* ball
beeti experimmiti ng with oi.j time roots
• herbs forme se arid, his summit DO'
jug been dually iewarded with sucatess,
tie gie tile world the result. Them
recipes mei teimulie in other days tic-
eetroplished great ileitis heeeuee they
Were purtily IfrpteLlidtla and afelerti!lled
eimple aa te cure tlin disease 'lithe*:
Led, With put ii•pary ta Vie sfr.sts-tn-
harlot:oily With their Old tints ullaritarg,
we leans that lie prepimea to esti tili141
Wertarr's Lag Cabin remedies, using as
a tredeoriark tot oh Amen-
eau I. gcitbdi. We utelerstenti that he
Illtei.d• tu put forth a "sareeparills,"
ler the I.) vo I, tee •ars ip iril essi f be-
ing lint one of a rosietesse tit temple arid
edecti sue drone n te "Log Casio +lid
biiehtf." giiii&fnl 1.1,1111:
iiivihorator; -L• g Cabin e•tnigli and
remedy," "Weimer's Log
C▪ abin hair tonic;" a prepAralluil tor
that oistivereal disease eaten'', called
"Vag rose cream ;" "Wariterhi
Log • 'Weir plaster-;•' tool •• Warneee.
Logi:Atilt levee emir," winch are to be
sisei ifs tiectimi aim bee ether reme-
dies, or independently as releiree.
WertieMe safe remedies are alrea.1)
ineltdsfule of OM most pronoun, ml 'mien
title value all pens of tee world, rid
We have no doubt the Log Callau reme-
dies, for the dieeases they are intetided
to cure, will be ot equal merit, tor Mr.
Witmer the remits/1ot. of counect-
log les moue with no prepan04411 asat le
not meritorious.
Oliarles Foster, a young luau em-
ployed as pilot on the steamer lianimele,
was drowited perm Hendereon Thuretlay
eight. He was in the act of eteppieg
Mous the boat to a barge when he fell
overboard, and /10 skiff being at band
was drowned.
Enema, ;telly, Sealy, 811 la Torteries.
The simple •ppikation of "Swayne's
Ointment," without arty internal medi-
cine, will cure any came ot Triter, Halt
Rheum, Riegworm, Pilee, Itch, Sores,
Pimples, Eczema, all Scaly, Itchy Skin
Eruptions, no matter how obstinate or
long atitteling. It Is poteut, erectly?,
arid eosta but a trifle.
....__emssee •
Senator Turpir, who eliminate! Oen
liarrison'a seat In congress immoral
yeara ago, is tiliw flying over Indiana
notkIng Lawmen. effertes to keep his
deleated rival mit or the W hulls House
Prateleal politica Is It stranger to tuitg•
natilmity.
Tile First Symptoms of Death.
Tired feeling, (lull limulache, pains in
various parts of the body, slinking at the
pit of the stomach, loos of appetite,
levoriehness, pimples or mores, are all
imitative eyidenee of poisoned blood.
No matter hoer it became poi
must be purified to avoid death.




remove scrofuleua or syphilitic poisons.








Jailer J. II. Hickman has now In ills
cuatody twelve prisoners. He says he
has had a larger iiumber of law-break-
ers with him the past twelve months
than lie has had for the same length of
elute sham he has held the office of jailer,
as the allowance by the court of claims
to the jailer will indicate, being nearly
$S01.). About the largest annual allow-
ance ever Inside to a jailer of Todd.
Jeff Boyd and Seymour Bagged, two
18-year-old lads, who live in the north-
ern part of the county, were arrested
near MailieoevIlle Tuesday and brought
to Elkton and lodged lia jail Tuesday
night. 'They are charged with shooting
with intent to kill Mrs. GiOtson, a
widow lady liviug in the same neigh-
borhosel with them, and of being too
intimate with her daughter. Their trial
will probably be aet for Saturday before
J u tige Bristow.
Wednesday eve Ed. Howard, of Mem-
phis, led to the altar, et the Baptist
church, (see of Trento:1's most Neches-
Ling and popular young ladies, Mise
hiannie Duerson. The marriage was a
most beautiful one, the church being
tastefully decorated in autumn leaves
and dowers. l'he ushers, five in L11111.
ber, J. Y. Celerities, S. K. Steger, L.
1'. Guyn an.1 R. Y. Pendlemn, first en-
tered, followed by Miss Lucy Duerson,
sister of the bride, Oil O.) arm of the
greout. Then came the bright and
hantimone bride on the arm el her
brother, Mr. Will Duereon. elowly
they proceeded up the alide,to the beau-
tiful straintelfLotiengrin'e Mardi, ren-
dered by Miss 'Maine Culminate.
were met at the altar by Rev. P. H.
Lockett, aud amidst the autumn leaves
and flowers the ceremony was pee
pounced in au impressive way. They
lett on the 5:40 train, after having re-
ceived corigratuletions trout tLeir many
fbroleuined.s, tor Memphie, their future
cadre Teleplpone.
S. H. Turner, of Hopkineville,
ruperineehtleut of the Southern Et-II-
Telisphone company, tomtit sever-
al days last week here eoeciteng persons
to subecribe stock in lea company, to
help build a line from Cadiz to Hottentot-
ville. Ile wanted $900, and secured
$6:0. There were a number of our bus-
inesti men who aubecribel very liberally,
while others refused to take any stock.
The adveinage which' this connection
wunid lie to ed is very appertain and it
the stook never paid a dollar in divl-
Jenda, the investineist would still be a
%vim one. It the people living aloug die
Pam would contribute liberally, there is
no re mon why we ebould not nave the
nee, and in the abeence ol telegraphic
connection, the telephone would tse a
great convenience.
Dixon tor. Hendernon (ammo
There is a project on toot to build tlie
K. & T. miliroed from Hopkinsville to
the Ohio river by Dixon. The plan Is a
good one and will immediately material-
Title road Is of great importarice to
he people of %%norm Kentucky, and the
propese.I route le olle that vile crienitiend
itself to tlie people as being worth) Of
the highest minaideration. Mlire
Hie pin) -et will spoil be givers tie-
Gleaner
Hopkins Comity Hustler.
Tim lor ce, the weirs) ho committed
6 rape on highly respectable tail) h.
Lyon county, some them since, low al
list been caught arel will have jui-tiu e
mete I out totem. Ile Was brOUglit her..
yeaterde) from telatightersville by 0 I.
C. dentin, J. K. tirdelii, Tom prattler.
Rule Brooks mei a Mr. Mogerty. The
Ilrfdp 41110t twice befere lie wouid
ourreitaer. ile is badly hurt but with
no dareger of delve from lila emends.
There is a reward of about $1,000 for his
capture. The negro 110 doubt will re-
ceive rough treatment wnen ue gets to
Lyon county. The lady on whom he
committed the rape has died and the peo-
ple of Lyon are very much worked up
„a• bout the dastardly deed the negro corn-
Mitted.
Clarksville Chronicle:
The Clarksville Daily Witengdoodle
and Exterminator is the title to be given
a paper In the early soon.
Rev. A. P. Seam was called upon
Saturday to visit the varier of the
Northington House which he did post
haste. There he found in waiting Mr.
J. W. Froman and Miss Fanuie Fromm),
ifilte a youthful couple from Princeton,
Ky., who wore united in the itoly bohda
nt inuttriumay Dr. Seam' ctietoruary
pleaenrit style. 'They have rewriter!
home to ei joy the retells ition of their
dreams 'of Wye.
James a was. y, hammer on a farm in
D;strict No. 4, together with Ism plow
end tests u :veil into a sine :op:0e Friday
vim' I 000, *WI Wei a tug t-cricated until
nearly dark Situr-lay• 'Ills Ilion *Nil
ruernel were recovered molten hist Wert'
lurid down by the ear the* pastime)
covered thew. Ttitir escape front &all'
was a weeder.
Hp,u,evrxin Gleaner:
Sueday taaeht * warraut was seen)
out agelest a negro heeled jjoitgood and
placed lis the halide of Marshal Speldirig
• Morgaillield. The marshal proceeded
ths ehur where Hopsood had gone
and there put 4114 4iiiigr ammo jni com-
ing out sof the doer die pireee,er attempts
‘si to eeenne ny rentsieg aerualod Inc
writer. Tile [Wiwi] tbe oppo-
site et/flier Rild 111 (lip Vice Bpi tbe ne-
gro red fired 1111011
the hotly. It is said the negro is Melly
%omitted ; probably fatally.
Ont Seturdey tio:re Wall a s111001.1 it
Ifilltell at Blackford, 011 thr' Crittenden
ceolity Id le of the nue Alter tie.
shiemiegd: ir•I Brantley anti Joe Aarmis
mid istliere soiree; .thir their respect it r
lemma. When the &mai gotteil
near uss eceoliti tee in the Alley
mile ad, a diffissuity arose betweeit
deems awl Brateley over sense old dis
too eement, Anrons had it dotibleti-harrel
shot gun awl tralitley ail air guri
Srantley baked Artrotio seine teglity
eteps or *ere; hien vulgar arid
inhere/lee Airmailed Po ;muted. Aaron.
then got pototeindon of Rratieleyis gun
and made him promiee to believe him -
salt somi make friends. Blantley prom-
ised to do ett, mei Amoris returried him
Me gun. On recanting hisgtin Brant-
ley struck Simons, and he In turn eltot
Brsidegy, and then fled. Esquire
Brightman neld all inquest over the
'lead tiOd y. The sbootilije has occasion-
ed • great *thou et at comment:
A Weeies'il illevotry.
"Another wonderful diennvery bps
been made and that too by a lady in dale
county. Diocese fitetenee its chitchat
upon her and for seven years she with-
stood Its theonrisat, tests, but her vital or-
gans were undermined arid death seem-
ed imminent. For three monies she
uoughed Inewmantly and could not Merle
She bought of us * bottle of Dr. lc lung's
New Discovery for Consumption nod
was no much relieved on taking first
dose that she slept all night and with
one bottle has been miraculously mired.
Her name is Mrs. Luther Lute." 'Thus
write W, Hanalei( & Co., of Shelby,
N, le—Oet a free battle at Harry H.
Garner's City Pharmary,
Senator G141111111 leis gone to New
York to give ids personal attention to
the CallVitell.
!iciest is a school In which truth al-
ways grows strong. Though your dis-
ease battle your phyalciate if you put
your blood in good order with Warner'e
Log Cabin Sarsaparilla, you can rely on
finally growing well and strong. Pure
blood firearm good health.
A tnan and two horses were instently
killed near Birmingham by a &Mug
tree.
All who desire full informetion about 4
the cause and cure of Blood Poloons, I
Scrofula and !Scrofulous Swelling's t
Ulcers, Sores, Rheumatism, Kidney t
Complaints, Catarrh, etc , can secure e
by mail, free, a copy of our 32 ;tote
Illustrated Book of Wonders, fillet'
with the moet wouderful and startling
proof ever before known. Address, I o
.BLOOD Baut Co., Atlanta, Ga.
ir Moosofs
Ity H. RII)ER HAGGARD.
hale. they stumbled and fell, not knowing
whither they were going. Who can sayt
At any rate, there they were, and there
they remained, till the outgoing tide
Coated them off to join the great army of
their companions who had gone down
with the Kangaroo. And so Augusta was
left alone.
Fortunately there was but little rain
that morning, so Augusta took Dick out
to look for eggs, not because they wanted
any more, but in order to employ them-
selves. Together they elimbeel up on to
a rocky Madland, where the tiag was fly-
ing. aud looked out scream thp troubled
ocean. There was nothing iu sight so far
aff the eye could see--nothing but the
white wave horses nen/Rfl which the black
cormorants steered their swift, unerring
flight. She looked and looked till her
heart sunk within her.
"Will mumm7 60011 come in a boat to
take Dick away!' atiked the child at her
aide, and then she burst into tears.
When she had recovered herself they
set to collecting eggs, an occupation
which, notwithstanding the screams and
threatened attacks of the birds, delighted
Dick greatly. Soon they had as many as
she could carry; so they went back to the
hut and lighted a fire of driftwood, and
roasted some eggs in the hot ashes; she
had no pot to boil them in. Thus, one
way and another the day wore away, and
at last the darkness began to fall over the
rugged peaks behind and the wild wilder-
ness of sea before. She put Dick to bed
and he went off to sleep. Indeed, it was
wonderful to see how well the child bore
the hardships through which they were
passing Ile never had an ache or amen,
or even a cold in the head.
After Dick was asleep Augusta rose to
her knees and prayed to Heaven with all
her Mart and soul to rescue them from
their terrible position, or, if elm was
doomed to perissli, at leaet to save the
And so the long cold night wore away
in thought and vigil, till at lest, some
two hours before the dawn, she got to
sleep. When she opened her eyes again
it was broad daylight. and little Dick,
who had been awake sometitnebeside her,
was sitting up playing with the shell
which Bill end Johnnk) had used to drink
rum out of. She rose and put the child's
things a little to rights, and then, as it
was not raining. told hlm to run outside
while she went through the form of dress-
ing by taking off such garments as she
had, shaking them, and putting them on
She was slowly going througha
t is process, and wondering how long it
would be before her shoulders ceased to
ennut from the effects of the tattooing,
when Dick came running in without going
through the formality of knocking.
"Oh, auntie' euntie!" ho sung out in
high glee, .•nere's a big ship coming sail-
ing along, Is it mummy and deddy com
ing to fetch Dicke'
aegusta sunk back faint with the sud-
den revulsion of feeling. If there was a
ship, they were saved—snatched from
the very jaws of death. But perhaps it
wms the child's fancy. She threw on the
body of her dress; and, her long yellow
hair—which she had in default of better
means been trying to comb out with a bit
of wood—streaming behind her, she took
the chili) by the hand and flew as fast as
she could go clown the little rocky prom-
ontory off which Bill and Johnnie had
met their end. Before she got half way
down it she saw that the child'a tale was
true—for there, Baiting right pp the fjord
from tho open sea was a large vessel.
bee wars trot two hundred yards from
where she stood, and her canvas was
being rapidly furled preparatory to the
anchor being dropped.
Thanking Providence for the sight as
she never thanked anything before, Au-
g-tista sped on till she gut to the extreme
point of the promontory, and stood them)
waving Dick's little cap toward the ves-
sel. which moved slowly and majestically
on. till presently. across the clear water,
came the splash of tho eip.cher. followed
bv the soune ehts Ilene rattle of the
efueisi thevugh the hawse pipes. Then
there came er.ot her sound—the glad sound
of Intuit:it voices cheering. She Lad been
seen
rive miuutes passed. and then she saw
emat lowered and manned. The oers
were got out, and presently it was backing
water within ten paces of Ler.
-Go round there," she called, pointing
to the little hay, handl will meet you."
By the thou elm hal got to the spot the
b0Gt ilea already leeched, and a tall, thin,
kindly faced mats was addressing Ler in
en unmistakable Yankee accent. "Cast
away, miser.' he said interrogatively.
eti;:levso'r"a guasf Pe(t hie 4Kialigligaroolsta; ,.w*Yicharesutnkile
in a collision with a whaler abuut a week
Ads,- ts*e.1 LlaV kailLatal, ItAl a ateliers
Then I guess that's where my consort has
gone to. She's been missing atout a
week, and I put in here to see if Pcould
get upon her tracks—also to fill up with
water. Wall, she was well insured, any
way; (sod when last we spoke her, she had
made a very poor retch. But perhaps,
miss. you will. at your convenience, favor
me with a few particulars!"
Accordingly. Augusta sketched the his-
tory of their terrible adventure in as few
words as possible; and Veto tale was one
that made even the phlegmatic Yankee
captain stare. Then shotook him, followed
by the crew, to the hut where Meeson lay
demd. and to the other hut, where she and
Dick slept upun the ellevious night.
••Wall. miss." said the captain, whose
name was Thomas, "I guess that you and
the youngster will be about ready to va-
cate these apartments; so, if you please,
I will send you off to the chip, the Har-
poon—that's her name--of Norfolk. in the
United States. You will find her well
flavored with oil, for we are about full to
the hatches; but. perhaps, under the cir-
cumstances, you will not mind that. Any
way, my missus. who is aboard—having
come the cruise for her health—and who
is an English woman, like you, will do all
elm pan to make you comfortable. And I
tell you 'what It is. miss, if I wits in any
way pious, j should just thank tho Al-
mighty that I happened to Me that there
hit pt ilag with my spyglass aa I sailed
pirmer the coast at sun-up this morning,
for I nq tntention of putting in at
this creek, but at pm) twenty miles along.
And now, miss, if you'll ger aboard, some
ef tie will stop and just tuck up the dead
imutlenoue as well ail we can."
Augusta thanked lum from her heart,
and, going into the hut, got her hat, and
the roll ot sovereigns which hail been Mr.
Nieesuies. but which he lied told her to
take. leaving the blankets to be brought
by the men.
Then two of the sailors got into the lit-
tle boat belonging to the Kangaroo, in
'which Augusta had escaped, and rowed
her and Dick away from that hateful shore
to where the wleelet—ti forts aosi
itchooner—was lying at anchor. As they
drew near she saw the rest of tho crew Of
She phi-peon, among Wborri Was a Woman,
WatehtIlli theifaevent from the deck, whe,
When she gof het. foot Lippe the compan-
ion ladder, one and all' -ea up a heart.,
Cheer. In another moment sho was on
rieck—which, notwithstanding its aboruin
able srnell of oil, seemed to her the fairest
and most delightful place that her eyes
had ever rested on—and being almost
hugged by Mrs. Thomas, a pleasant look-
hig women of about Me the (laughter of •
Suffolk farmer who haft-emigrated to tha
states. And then, of course, she had to
tell her story all over again; after which
she was led eft to the cabin occupied by
the captain and his wife land which
thenceforth was emnpied by Augusta,
Mrs. Thomas and little Dicke the cap-
itate shaking down when, he could. And
hem, tor ties eime for nearly a week,
she was able tu weeh and dress herself
properly . And oh, tho luxury of RI tie-
body kr owe what the delights of clean
linen mein/ mean till he or she has had to
dispense with it under circumstances of
privation; nor have they the slightest
ides of whet difference to one's well being
and comfort 16 made by poi possession or
non-possessien vf an erticio *44 common 84
a comb.
Having set Dick and Augusta down to
a breakfast of porridge and coffee, which
note of them thought delicious, though
Ihe fare Was really rather coarse, Mrs.
Thomam, being unable lel restiodn hes
Curiositv, rowed off to the Wei re Nee the
huts .13 also Mr. Meeson's remains,which.
though not a pleasant sight, were en-
eloubtalje• nn interesting one. Wlth her.
loo, wout most of Ilm crew, bent u n
the name errseid, ahd also on ng
water, ef which the Harpovn wait short.
Ass seem as she With It-ft alone, Augusta
went each er the cabhe taking NOT with
her, arid lay down on the berth with a
feeling id eafety and thankfulneem
which she had long been a stranger,
where very soon she fell sound asleep.
, •
Petition' Chat.
Gov. 11111's able speet•ties tii hiditua
have doubtless oonverted neatly to die
belief.
We aineerely hopts every Republican
en the county will hear the epeecitee
here Saturday .. It moony of them don't
go home determined to vote for Cleve-
land and tariff reform, theii we inisteke
their reesottieg powers.
Ctingressman A. P. Fitch, of New
York City, One (if the Republicens who
preferred principle) to party and voted
for the Mills bill, lois been nominated
tor re-election by Tarnmany anti the
county Democracy.
Tetitiessee'is eminent speakers are in
demend at the National Democratic
headquarters. Hon. Benton McMillen
is doing valiant service the east, and
Chmirmati Bryce is urging Gov. Taylor
to make a les( opeerbei. In Indiana.
Teenessee can spare hint and the gov-
ernor slimed by all
lion. J. II. Powell lies been doling ef-
fective service for the Democrat!) during
this campaign.
Folio every few days Makes a crick at
the ludiatis Republicans and wheat he
does he ecattere them.
McKenzie'e speeds at Decatur, Ill.,
was highly complimented by the press
of that city. The Daily Review of oast
city bed a long anal liorrestlite litte-
ra:A:ca. our. ao...vlew with him ott the fo II I in,
Mr. Carlisle is goi .je to Indiana to
address the people of that state. He
will speak at Terre Haute, October 27;
Goshen, October 29; New Albany,
October SO; ediatileoit, October 31
Over 30,000 Democritte were in pro
erosion in New York city Settiolay
evening. Messrs Carlirle arid Fairchild
addressed them.
Paduealt Stendard : "Suppom sou
turn the manufacture' • Into wheat
producers and fanners," nays Mr.
Blaine, "It not the inerket of the ferns. r
cut off just that much. void the PUI
hie product increased?" While My
Blaine is "e'posiiin" why 010okt Ise not
suppose Ow hell the fernier' should
turn manufacturers.? One is as nevem
able as the other. Why al 141 farmers
pay a bonus to other people to keep
them from beeovaing competitors?
Lebanon Enterprise: Col. A. M.
Swope Is newsreel tits hasher raid that he
weruld deilsite Ito more with "smite; '
such as Theodore Hallam or John S
Rhea, bnt tioit he wished tll meet Car-
lisle, Beck, Blackburn or Breckleridge.
Now that lie has accepted the It-pubes
Madan for congreascan  
Seventh Metric and he to called upon to
meet the silver tongued Brecleinridge
Jolla debate, he will, room 'trimly, mere
;hen ollee before') this and November
6, have occasion to be eemed with s
severe sore throat,
KlistbrtIstown News: Ilon. W. R.
Hay nee, the indepeudent catelidate for
emigres% in tine district, has a card lis
the last issue of the Grayson G .zette,
whites lie Oita 110 Will Speak
every enemy mat tile district. He
claims that he is a Democrat but Is op-
poem' ihe position of the piny on' the
tariff Mr. Haynes is ou a very celo
trail aa the protection Democrats in die
eistrlet could •linost be counted on the
nligere, *rid en to the leeptibliews—they
will vote for Weir owe tarn,
Bowling Green Demos-rat : Dr. un ter
etill oil his still huiut. He doubtless
thieks that becautie ditu title/ won Ireton.
it will will IlDelor
k •.1. Whatever kieking there rimy
rinse beets emerig Deituterets et the lac
eleeiloti there will (Pie 1.0w. 1 10-
p ,ri y ham learnri a lefo-nii, fecog
adzes. the feet diet Hely oneerat le t
ter ilia:. R publicae.
aitonford Sournal 'filly Br. Ek sri•Io,
remota if he alOs la net rsgase It so.o
toil Sa i-pe to ItliVe thnt es.
throat a loch Keripe g .ve him, Op
tVoul;irilitk':Itt'nlipPH 14c' Vhei '''' '''''''''''''''''''''' el?:
ot tee campaige.
Petite-eh S at dart,: "Th tie .ro••I
enoloiera %ill vete ler Chit-timid this
nine," remarked all P11111001' yrster.l•
I el.. at lendsvil e y sight het
14 Irian of nine coaches I•iiisted Ida dele-
gates to the Brotherhood convention at
Richmond passed through, and v•sy
Mall of them had On a Clevelani badge.
iits,ririiton in ours, and don't you Mr.
Cstat. Elwin Farley, of Paducah, la
the man +elected by the Remit:111mm to
be crushed in the race for cougn Si by
Bill Stone.
-sem estoe-
When Baby .•• sack, .• bar Cs aorta,
When she wa. a (11.1.1. sheered for Castor*
When ehe I...came Miss, she clang to Cautery
Whew aim had Children, she gave Mom easter*
Two Weddings at Clarksville.
Ct.saasyit.LE, Tams , Oot. 11 —At
the neseernipg hour of lt o'clock last
night the parlors of the 4 rilogton hotel
were the @tisane of a yery tqny runaway
wedding. The parties United were Mr
'1'. U Hardiu and Mies Lucy Bibb, or
Logan cotinty, 4.1iitucky. 'flue groom
is a prosperous young fanner mid to-
6'411:11 raiser. and l•ri•le Is the pretty
little blonde daughter of Dr. R. R Bibb.
a well iceoen physiciso Mose liville
4-v. w. Peebles, of the Mettiotilet
ehurce, tied die knot meet beautifully.
Me tie why wedded awe uhaperone I by
Silas Nellie Loire, Mies Lone *tiger and
Mr. Beb Mason, am' ties entire patty
returned house 011 ths early train this
morning.
Mr. Wan. W. Hord and M les liectra
E. Roneey, of Kentucky, procured in
emote and were married here to-day.
•••—nee•••___•••••_.
TRY IT ONCE.
To the Man 110 has tried every other
remedy for Blood puisona we ermintemi
the tollowitig egperience of a well-
k nown stemma:
SliC HAD TRIED EVER/THING
ELSE.
- - -
(storeys Bestow. itulli Min er1111Ity,
Teltli., Jiine IN. 18157— Mond Mina co.,
Atlanta, tea :Sir 1-1 have been thinking
%Elting to it'll ,of 'tome dine to Is'
i••u know ut the woiderlul cure you'
It B *deemed on inyattif Rue
.1magider She, a girl 40i id tears, was
t ;ken with a very sore kg trelow ths
knee. I millet! on the eery beet doeuirs
tilax the' eountry could allnrui, and the)
te weed pp her for lour ears i•tir-
ouse• Hell leg got r oirae every year
l 'urea about JO tsfitto. otter Medicine
to no purpOeile. The doeues sai•I the
only remedy lett as Illiputittion. That
We all Were oppooed to WAS Knox-
ville the 8111, to January, 1S86, and while
buying a bill ot drugs called for a good
,bleosi purifier, red Messrs. Stieforti,
e-haeastailsed it Co. reconiumeded the
B. B. B. puremsen une-lialf dczeto
bottles, and ln wt utter susprise atter
using three or tour bottles tuy girl's leg
was entirely healed. I also had a very
ugly running *ore on the calf of my leg
and one bottle cured it, after having
tried all oehm• rtemediee. I wish you
much eticeeite, ana 1 do hohe that all
/suffering humanity may hear mei be-
lieve in the only true Mood purifier. 1
Moe tried three or four other mindere,
but the p. E. en Is the wily one that
ever did Me yr 111111p may good. You
can use my hawe If yet; while am
well-knowll in this mil WaithIngton
comity, ajev all ever Virginia.
s. Kuwm.
BLOOD TAINT FROM BIRTH.
fipoe !imps, lep , January 25, IsS7.
I eyer preise the day that you
gentlemen were horie arid shall bless
dm day that your medicine was kilo% o
to rum haul blood poison' from Meth,
and so much so that all the doctors ot
my town said I would be crippled for
life. They said I would Iowa illy haver
I eemlo nut stand in my e•lass tit
recite my lessons, and remelt bottle, of
your Balm cured me slotted an I well.
You esti time lily haute as you me tit.
fn isty cam, there were knots





Three months have peened—three long
months ef tossing waters and ever prereni
elude. The Harpoon shaping her merle
for Norfolk, Iti the !hilted States, had
made but n poor passage of it. She gut
into tho 'towhead trades, awl all went
wall till they marie St Paul's Reeks,
% twee they wort, detained by tbodidtIgUtne
and varkesle winula Afterwerti she pamod
the northeast trosies, anti then,
urehes needs, met p, entice uf westerly
gales, that ultimately drove her to the
Agores, just as her crew were getting
-airy Own of water and provisiona. And
sere Augusta bid farewell to her friend
tan yankee skipper; for the whaler that
lad saved her lifo and Dick's, after retie
in once more, bet sail upon its almost
nd ersa voyage.
She had had quite enough of the Har-
poon, aud yet she was loath to say fare-
well to her; for her clays on board had in
many respects been restful and happy
nes; they had given her space and time
o brace herself up before she plunged
ace more into the stregrile of active lito
besides, she use turoughout been trilitlia
with that unvarying kindneas and cooled-
crution for which the American people are
justly noted in their deselpgs with all
persons in misfortune.
But Augusta was not the only person
who with sorrow watched the departure
of the Harpoon. First, there was little
Dick, who had acquired a fine Yankee
drawl, and grown quite half an inch on
board of her, and who fairly howled when
his particular friend, a remarkably fierce
and grisly looking boatewain, brought
him as a parting offeriag a large whale's
touth, patiently carved by himself with a
spirited picture of their rescue on Ker-
guelen Land. Then there watt Mrs.
Thomas herself. When they finally
reached the island of St. Michael, in the
Azores, Augusta had offered to pay fifty
pounds, being half of the hundred sover-
eigns given to her by Mr. Matson. to
Capt. Thomas as a passage fee, knowing
that he was by no means overburdened
with the goods of this world. But he
stoutly declined to touch a farthing, tam
lug that it would be unlucky to
money from a castaway Augusta as
stoutly insisted, and, finally, a compro-
mise was come to. Mrs. 'Thomas was
anxious, being seized with that acute
species of homesickness from which Suf-
folk people are no more exempt than
other folk, to visit the land where she
was born and the people midst whom she
was bred up. But this she could not well
afford to do. Therefore Augusta's prof-
fered £50 was appropriated to this pur-
pose, and Mrs. Thomas stopped with
Augusta at Ponta Delgada, waiting for
the London and West India Line packet
to take them to Southampton.
So it came to pass that they stood to-
gether on the Ponds Delgada breakwater,
and together saw the Harpoon sail off to-
ward the setting sun.
Then came a soft. dreamy fortnight ha
the fair island of St. Michael. The Eng-
lish roused there most hospitably enter-
tained them—with much more personal
enthusiasm, indeed, than he generally
eousidered it necesaary to show toward
shipwrecked voyagers—a class of people
of whom consular representatives abroad
must get rather tired with their eternal
misfortunes and their perennial want of
clothes. Indeed, the ouly drawback to
Auguetaet enjoyment WLIS that the consul,
a gallant ex-naval officer with red hair,
equally charmed by her adventures, her
literary fame and her person, showed a
lecided disposition to fall in love with
her, and a red haired, and therefore ar-
dent, naval oMeer is, under those circum-
stances, a somewhat alarming personage.
lint the time went on without anything
serious happening; and, et bust, one morn-
ing after breakfast a man came running
up with the infertnetion titat the mail
was in sight.
And se Augmsta took an affectionate
farewell of the gollen haired consul, who
r.s..7.0d to her teruesell Lis eyeglass end
etehed ohen Ito thought of what might
lege been in the sweet by and by, and
the terie'a bell rang and the screw
to tura, leaving the consul still sift:re :1g
ou tho hoi izou. and in due course Augusta
and Mrs. Thomas found themselves stand-
ing on the quay et Southampton, the
ecroeuxtevsir of an edmiring and enthusiastic
The captain had told the extrnordinary
tale to the port officials when they boarded
the vessel, and on getting ashore the port
officials had made haste to tell every liv-
ing bout they met the wonderful news
diet two survivors of the fated Kan-
the history of whose tragic end
roll° tc7.-ent a thrill of horror through the
English epeaking world—were safe and
sound on board the West India boat.
Thus, by the time that Augusta, Mrs.
Thomas and Dick were safe on shore,
their story, or rather sundry distorted
versions of it. 'WM flashing up the wired
to the various press agencies, and running
through Southampton like wildfire.
Scarcely were their feet set upon the
quay, when, with a rush and a bound.
wild men. with note books in their hands.
sprung upon them, and beat them down
with a rain of questions. Augusta found
it impossible to answer them all at °nom
so contented herself with eaying "Yes,"
-Yes," s Yes" to everything, out ot which
monosylleble atie afterward found to her
surprieo these fieree and active pressrlon
contrived tomake up a sufficiently moving
tale.
However, et last they found themselves
in a Grist class carriage, ready to start, or
!other starting. The inters lowing gen-
Memo), two tif whom had their heads
)atamed through the window, were forcibly
tora away—still asking questions—by the
officials of the company.
Augusta sunk back with a tigh of relief.
On the seat opposite to her somebody had
theughtfully placed a number of the day's
pneera. She took up the first that came
Indial and glanced at it idly with the
Idea of trying to pick up the thread of
events. lier eyes fell instantly upon the
reports of the probate divorce and admit.-
elty division of the high court. The first
r E.I.1)°' Orptni T1 iLEu 8_ T It No nt• ru nisioAsTroLArtoLrE Ta rw .1 71
SON, DiktAsE.D.
This was application arising out of the
loss of tbo IL M. S. Kangaroo on the 18th
of December last. It will be remembered
that out of about a thousand souls on
board that vessel the occupants of one
bost only—twenty-fiie people lu all—
were ttsved. Among the drowned was
Mr. Meeson, the head of the well known
Birmingham publishing company of }Lee-
son, Addison, Roscoe & Co. (limited), who
was at the time on s. visit to New Zealand
and Australis in connection with the busi-
ness of the company.
Mr. Feddlestick, Q. C., who with Mr.
Pearl appeared for the applicants (and
who was somewhat imperfectly heard),
stated that the facts cennected with tho
sinking of the Kangaroo would probably
still be so fresh in his lordship's mind that
it would not be necessary for him to detail
them, although he had them upon affidavit
before Lim. His lordahip would remem-
ber that but one boat lm,d of people had
survived from this, perhaps the most ter-
rible shipwreck of the generation. Among
the drowned was Mr. Meeson; and this
application was on behalf of the 13Xecutors
of his will for leave to presume his death.
The property which passed under the will
was very large indeed; amounting in all,
Mr. Fiddlestick understood, to about two
millions sterling, which, perhaps, might
incline hie lordship to proceed very care-
fully in anewing probate to 1XXIile
The President—Well, the imount of the
property has got nothing to do with the
princi les on which the court ado with
diesttoicktho presumption of death, Mr.
Quite so, my lord, and I think that in
this case your lordship will be satisfied
that there is no reason why probate simuld
not issue It is, humaeely speaking, im-
possible that Ms. ?demon can have escaped
the general destruction.
The President—Have von any affidanit
from anybody who saw KM. Meeson in the
water')
No, my lord; I have an affidavit from •
sailor named Okers, the only man who
was picked up in the water after the
Kangaroo foundered, which states that he
believes that he saw Mr. Meeson spring
from the ship into the water, but the
affidavit does not carry the matter further
lie cannot swear that it was Mr. Nieesoo
The President—Well, I think that that
will do. The come is necessarily arhrenie
to allowing the presumption uf death ex•
rept on evidence of the mom satisfactory
nature. Still, considering that nearly four
months have now passed since the found-
ering of the Kangaroo under circum-
stances which make it exeeedingly
probable that there were any other stir
visors, I think that it may fairly presume
that Mr. Memon shared the tato of the
other passengers.
Mr. Fiddlestick—The death to be pre-
sumed treat the itith of December?
The President—Yes, from the 18th.
Mr. Fiddlestick — If your lordship
pleaaes.
Augusta put down the paper with a
gasp. There was she. safe end sound,
with the trio last will of Mr ?demon
tattooed upon her own shoulders; and
"probate had isseed"—whatever that
mysterious formula might mean—to
smother will, not the rml last will. It
meant (rus she in her ignorance supposiech
that her will was no good; that she had
endured that abominable tattooing to no
forurr;see, anti Wag te no purpose. scarred
It was too much; and, In a fit of vexa-
tion, 'she thing The Times out of the win-
dow and east herself back on the cushions.
felling very much inclined to cry.
•
rn.arrsa
EVSTACE BUTS A r•rs.n.
In due course the train that bore Au-
reit& and her fortuneet. timed to reach
Waterloo sit p. , rolled luto the
Mathes. Tho train woo' a fast one, but
the telegraph had beeu fa,ster. All the
evening papers had come out with ac-
counts, more or legs accurate. of their ell-
cape, and most ue them lead added that
the two survivors would reach Waterloo
by the 5:04 train The consequence was,
that when the train drew up at the plat-
form Augunta, oo looking out, was hor-
rified to tee a deep, mass ot human beings
being kept 'check by a lizm of pont...men,
However, tho guard was holding the
door open, so there was nothing tor It but
to get out. which she did. teltIng Dick by
the hand, a proceeding that notsesimely
put lea Identity beyond a doubt. The
intenent she got her fent on to tho plat-
form the crowd aaw her, and there arose
suet, a tremendond about of welcome that
ahe very nearly tot* retuge again in tbe
egrriage For a moment she stood. hest.
tiding, and the crowd, seeing how swee%
and beautiful she was (for the three
rnotnhs of sea air had made her stouter and
even more lovely), cheered again wide
E
uliar enthusinem which a discerning
bIte always shows (or pretty face.
t even while she tithed bewildeteed op
the platform she heard a loud -Mow
way—make way there" and saw the
multitude being dividee by a little knot
of officials, who were escorting somebody
dressed in widow's swede_
MIME- INININE8e
e•ro az cameneuent
Pommes many Important Advantages over all
other prepared Fueda
BABIES CRY FOR IT.
IIIYALIDS RELISH IT.
Slakes Plump, Laughing. Hinntrili
Regulates the Stornaoll and SOMPOIll.
Sold by DrUggista istia., 411.11111.
AKNAKISOO A CO.. eleusenem.
Baby Portraits.
A Portiolio.f baby whited
00 Ane plan. 1.;er by patent stfut
fret to Mother "(Soy Roby Loeb wittrnwyear.
Every mother wattle these pictures , send at piece.
Give &LW.. name and age









Narranted to color Man eeedeibia Maw
dyes ever made. aad ID give mess see
durable colors Ask kg the Damaged, sad take
DU other 36 colors ; so wets sr&
WELLS, R/CMARDSOM A CO.. Iterkeetoa, Vt.
For Gilding or Browne( lase, Ankles, WM
DIAMOND PAINTS.
Gold Silver, Broome, C.epper. Osiy se Coats.
Plain Facts Worth Knowing
Imp: Mnitr's Ening Sim
Yon can buy a Beautiful 10 plate Chamber Set for $3 50; a 68 vi,ece Tea
See d•-eorated for $5 00; a niee and elitist rebel Haeging amp for
oat Vsses moinely deesorateil from $2 00 to $5 00; a beaUtlful Oil
24x3D handsomely framed web four nieli gilt niouiding tor #1 90; a
Cromo *erne size for $1 40
1Ve have thousands of other thlege In the line of
House Furnishing Goods
and apace will rint permit Vette flea sefoulehlrg low prices et whir+, thee
are hAlif gold. Our stock of HA RDWARE. WALL PAPER and WINDOW
SHADES is • omniete. Givesis a call and be cotineeed that we mean business.
Yours very Restwefility,
THOMPSON & MEADOR.
RI. 0. AWERRATIR Y. 1E0 Ler Pi .
A.:lbeEmt-riamtkusr (Sr, XAcsixEr
Successors to ABERNATHY & CO.
Central Tobacco Warehouse
No 220, oil North aide t Ninth S•re.-t, onus ..q.ntre Tliwrnt.
reletero remodelled re ion i I ree.-Ive imr 'Newt/110 Altenc111,11, 44.111 In
ssinpling oe II f tfe, Stahl. • end fine•t. ra fpy lease.nipee
T. HPENIMIN. C. it. If LLCMS J. T. Slow Atli*. rum P. NA OIL
Herndon, Hallums & Co.,
rxecvibia,cc,C30 E61.16113(33,425113.•
ROBT. B. WITHERS, Cen'l Agent)
GRANGE WAREHOUSE
CLARKsVILLE. TENN.
Casa advances on TobetWO is store or in the bands of reepoweitule farmers aad desders.
Tobaeon Insured while In store at the expense of owner. except whore :Aire ao advasies, sad
teen witlotu written orders not to unsure.
IlEtem,c54251-17 s C1rE, riliC)136114:3C,C)
Then any house Di the Western Country.
Office near Fa.ss se e r C csarmearc • Etreest..,
CLARKSVILLE, TENN.
41;11.411,1fttlisPeftlar "fed
to Ova dollar. to a Rubber Cost. eed
et his dna half hours experience In
a storm Sods to his sorruw that It l•
hardly • better protection than a mos-
quito neUxas, rot only feels chagrined
au being be badly lakrn In, aro
feels lf be eke. not 14.sit exactly  lite_
Ass tor the "FISH BRAND" Sucsan
cLies nnt have the FINS 11,11.41CD.sel.d rot tieserlptilw•
A (not attn.) • garment that will kap• oar the rest who waste sernse
E arm dry In the heidelit stem. It Is
railed TOWLICS PISS BRAN,
SUMAS; a sane Isedlly wary
Ow al, ail over th• land. -Wria OenN the way pvivei Wag W=e!v.,uers rba 
Iliad tat, an Kiwi. dieseeepar
Wonderful Prices
Never before in the history of Ch ristittn pppnty has there evec
been such wonderful sales on furniture 88 ars.daily seen at
c.n. ClarliCo's,runittrePaluo,
At their vhcis.
Creditors At their caah payments.
It is a wonder how honest goods will talk, and low pricks




le stock I CT....i eh.RTC I In low prefits.
FIRST. In high quantity.
SIB in low prices.
YOU should go early and see their
Woildorill Stook and ifollderflil Prwos
They have tile largest and best selected stock of FurnPure
ever brought to this city. PRICES are_the lowest Jver
heard of before. They are cut down so loW that competitors
are bewildered and
They have become the wonder of Hopkinsville.
At their successCompetitors I
Cufronierlt WONDER
WONDER HOW IT IS DONE.
SMALL PROFITS AND OUVI( SALES IS OUR MOTTO
Do not fail to come and see the EYE OPENERe and SOUL SCORCHER
they are off-etring to Wce rfeal 331a.yez a at N7Urc sacnsexixer•ln' tie*
NINTH STREET.
C. R. CLARK Ilk CO.






Pr Mention icw Kir+ and pt rr oent disooqut of) all or.erii,
—men'
Isal • G1F TSP.; 3UL 7L1
leirge stmtk Well Asserted. Primes !so!. Work a Siliecialtl:
57 Franklin Street. Clarklville, Tenn
BOOK-KEIPING, SNORT-HANOI TELEORAPHY, PENMANSHIP, Itio,
Who desires to better his or her coaditim is lift, Auld writs tor the CO: gar
BRYANT at STRATTOR BUSINESSNO. 4.00 THIRD STRAIT. LOW VILLE. KY.
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